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1 Introduction

1.1 The Role of the Assembly Plant

Internationalization is a word, or rather a process, by which people,

products, communication, trends, etc. are transferred across borders. The

backbone to internationalization is the corporation, and it is through

corporations’ business transactions that internationalization is made

possible. In business terms, internationalization implies that a corporation

has started selling its product out of its home country.

The domestic firm wishing to engage in international business may choose

to expand across borders in a variety of ways. Some companies see

internationalization as a gradual process by which the firm enters into

neighboring countries because it already has acquired knowledge of a

country through cross border trade (a process known as the ‘Uppsala

model’). Others, however, choose to invest intensively into remote foreign

markets because of strategic marketing conditions1. For most companies,

the first stage of foreign market penetration is generally by means of direct

sales of a company’s product via a foreign commercial agent and is known

as direct foreign export2. For companies that have already succeeded at

direct export and are “ready to move on", the next stage is direct foreign

                                          
1 Bennett, 1998
2 Moberg, 1990
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investment, which implies that the firm elects to start producing its product

in the foreign country in question3.

One way of establishing internationally is by means of an assembly plant.

The decision to set up a foreign assembly plant (also known as a

‘screwdriver establishment’) has traditionally been seen as a strategic one,

in that it has allowed for the firm in question to avoid customs duties. What

actually happens is that a firm existing in a country outside of a free-trade

zone enters the zone via an assembly plant establishment, assembles

products, labels them as “made in” the country of assembly, and then

further distributes the products within the trade-zone free of customs

duties4.

One major association that works towards reducing customs duties is the

World Trade Organization (WTO). With WTO goals of reducing tariffs,

the role of the assembly plant as a means of avoiding tariffs is reduced, at

least for such countries that are, or are in the process of becoming WTO

members. The WTO works at the same time in the interest of developed

countries and allows for a gradual tariff reduction so that domestic

production is protected from foreign export for a period of time. The

questions for companies looking to invest in undeveloped foreign countries

may include: “What will the import and export tariffs be in the future?”

and “Is assembly the best choice for direct foreign investment?”5

                                          
3 Moberg, 1990
4 Bennett, 1998
5 Bennett, 1998; http://www.wto.org/, 2001
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One country that is in the process of applying for WTO membership is the

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Raised oil prices in the 70’s resulted in

extensive revenues for Saudi Arabia and the country has since then

expanded its infrastructure rapidly with new cities popping up practically

overnight6. Increased oil revenues have almost entirely contributed to the

country’s wealth and have in turn resulted in a demand for the import of

foreign products and investment. For companies, which already export their

products into Saudi Arabia by means of a commercial and that may further

wish to establish assembly plants or invest in other ways in the country, the

factors to consider go far beyond the concerns of WTO tariff reductions.

This thesis takes a closer look at the different advantages and disadvantages

associated with assembly plant establishment in Saudi Arabia. The thesis

has been carried out in the behalf of the OCB (Africa and Middle East

Sales and Marketing division) and ODK (Assembly Projects within Sales

and Engineering’s Europe and Overseas division) divisions of Scania CV

AB in Södertälje Sweden. The thesis focuses on Scania’s heavy truck

production segment. Scania has assembly plants in several marketing

regions worldwide, but currently does not have such a facility in Saudi

Arabia. Scania executives have accordingly initiated this study as a means

of examining the company’s business opportunities in Saudi Arabia. This

thesis, however, is not only relevant for Scania, as well as other

corporations engaged in heavy truck production, but also provides

knowledge at the general level; i.e. the thesis may be of notable interest for

all industrial enterprises seeking establishment in Saudi Arabia. The thesis

is a master’s thesis and acts as a final examination exercise during the

                                          
6 http://www.arab.net/saudi/history, 2001
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spring semester at the Business Administration and Economics Program at

the University of Linköping in Sweden.

1.2 Problem Area & Refinement

We live in a world that is incessantly developing, with different

predominant changes occurring during specific periods of time. In today’s

‘new economy’, these changes have included an increase in strategic

alliances, as well as a constant flow of information, capital and

information7. Another change that has been identified during recent years

has been an increase in the intensity of globalization8. Globalization, a

process that interconnects business environments and investments on a

worldwide basis9, has made our world smaller. The world has become

smaller in the respect that communication, as well as the transportation of

people and goods has progressed so rapidly that access to information and

products has been both quicker and smoother10. Other factors that

contribute to this ‘global’ perspective are global markets with worldwide-

standardized products and the notion of increased ‘norms’ in society; i.e.

cultural, political, technological and economical factors are converging on

a worldwide basis11.

                                          
7 Castells, 2000
8 Castells, 2000
9 http://www.investorwords.com/g1.htm#globalization, 2001
10 Goss, 1997
11 de Wit and Meyer, 1998
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There are, however, those who feel that we live in an international, as

opposed to global society; i.e. that product demand differs greatly between

countries because of diverging cultural norms and values. Supporters of

this school see many barriers to a truly global society, such as country-

specific political and economical obstacles, or ranging levels of

competence between nations that make comparisons between nations

difficult12.

The above opposing viewpoints raise a relevant question; i.e. which

perspective should firms have when contemplating assembly establishment

in Saudi Arabia? Do companies, for example, need to take into

consideration differences in consumer behavior, infrastructure, business

culture, labor relations, language and legal systems? The degree to which

companies would have to take these factors into consideration may depend

upon a company’s international experience and the differences between

business and national cultures13. In my opinion, these differences are worth

looking into. A country like Saudi Arabia is different in the respect that it

has a unique mixture of tradition and modern consumer behavior. For many

western corporations, these differences may be many and may well have an

impact on investment decisions.

Although there may be many differences between Saudi Arabia and a

firm’s home environment, the question that is raised is to what extent these

differences can affect assembly establishment in Saudi Arabia. For

example, are there any specific environmental conditions in Saudi Arabia

that could affect the long-term goals of an assembly plant? More

                                          
12 de Wit and Meyer, 1998
13 Moberg, 1990
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specifically, could assembly be just a short-term goal, perhaps because of

the reduction of tariffs? Moreover, is an assembly facility the best or only

alternative? Perhaps it is more feasible for a firm to think of long-term

production for its product(s) in Saudi. For instance, the proper conditions

may exist which would support the decision to start up a production

facility, and ultimately make the investment more beneficial for the

company on a global scale.

Another area of importance to consider is that of work organization. More

specifically, if the decision is made to invest in an assembly plant in Saudi

Arabia, are there any factors that firms need to consider when organizing

work? For example, are there preferred organizational structures that

coincide or clash with the home-based firm’s way to run a business?

Finally, the costs of investing in Saudi Arabia may differ to some extent

from calculated costs associated with investment in other nations. Firms

should accordingly consider which costs are necessary for investment in

Saudi Arabia and ultimately determine if it is financially feasible to

establish an assembly plant in Saudi.

These above points and questions are summarized below in the Research

Questions (1.3) and Purpose Statement (1.4) sections.
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1.3 Research Questions

•  Which factors (political, economical, etc.) could affect the decision to

establish, or refrain from, local assembly in Saudi Arabia?

•  Which costs associated with investment are necessary to consider when

starting up a local assembly plant in Saudi Arabia? Could local

assembly significantly reduce the sales price of produced goods?

•  Could a firm expect more out of an assembly plant than just basic

assembly?

1.4 Purpose Statement

This thesis concentrates on companies that contemplate on, or have

ambitions of establishing industrial assembly facilities in the country of

Saudi Arabia. The main purpose is:

To present the disadvantages and advantages associated with assembly

plant establishment, as well as to discuss and give recommendations

regarding suitable assembly plant goals (long-term) in Saudi Arabia.
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1.5 Limitations

This thesis concentrates on the business environment of Saudi Arabia in

general, and not on general cultural differences, such as the meaning and/or

importance of gestures and religion, which could be of relevance for

marketing purposes. Some emphasis is however given to sociocultural

aspects.

In addition, this thesis focuses on the aspects to consider when importing

goods into Saudi Arabia for assembly purposes. Very little attention is

hence given to export regulations. In addition, this thesis concentrates on

the entry into a free market society and not, although taken up, on different

forms of government business transactions such as offset programs.

Finally, this thesis takes a look at the Saudi Arabia truck market concerning

new truck sales, as opposed to the used trucks sales market.

1.6 Disposition

The aim of this section is to make the reader aware of the disposition of the

thesis; i.e. to inform the reader of what information will follow and in what

order it will be presented. The ambition is that this section will help the

reader be more aware of his/her whereabouts in the thesis, and therefore

hopefully have a clearer understanding as to why the material is presented
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in the way that has been chosen. This is the close of chapter one and there

are six chapters to follow. These are:

•  Chapter two, entitled Scientific Methodology, provides the reader with

an explanation of how the research was conducted, as well as my

thoughts regarding knowledge and objectivity.

•  Chapter three, the Theoretical Platform, contains the models and

theories have provided me with a foundation of knowledge within the

areas of environmental analysis and assembly establishments. The

chapter also contains certain reflections that I have regarding my

awareness of the limitations and conceivable flaws of the presented

models and theories.

•  Chapter four, entitled Empirical Results, is a presentation of the findings

of the thesis. These results are presented to a large degree with the

absence of opinion on my part; i.e. the information is in essence a

summary of gathered information.

•  Chapter five, Analysis of Results, consists of my interpretations of the

research’s empirical findings. These interpretations are made with the

help of the information found in the Theoretical Platform.

•  Chapter six, entitled Conclusions and Recommendations, is a short

synopsis of what I feel to be the most important pieces from Chapters

four and five. The chapter also is comprised of original speculations in

the form of recommendations as to what firms should consider when

contemplating assembly establishment in Saudi Arabia, as well as what
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the long-term goals for assembly facilities should be. The chapter closes

with specific recommendations for Scania.

•  Chapter seven, Closing Comments, is the closing chapter of the thesis

and contains a short discussion of my research methodology, as well as

other observations regarding Scania, Saudi Arabia and future research.

1.7 Abbreviations

In order to minimize reader confusion, I would like to take this opportunity

to point out the abbreviation ‘GCC’ appears with different meanings

throughout this thesis. GCC is an abbreviation for both the Gulf

Cooperation Council, which comprises six Arabic nations located along the

Persian Gulf in the Middle East, as well as the General Contracting

Company, which is Scania’s distributor in Saudi Arabia. These are

described in more detail in chapter four.
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2 Scientific Methodology

2.1 Introduction

Methodology is a term that pertains to the way in which the researcher

approaches problems and pursues answers in the field of science14. The

purpose of this chapter is to clarify for the reader which methodology was

used for this thesis. It is the ambition of this researcher to provide a

thorough explanation of how the research was conducted, which I feel will

help contribute to the credibility of the thesis. The explanations that follow

will reveal my views towards scientific knowledge and learning, represent

which relation exists between the research and researcher, as well as give a

practical description of how the study was executed. The chapter is divided

into two main areas, the first dealing with my perspectives on scientific

methodology (section 2.2) and the second dealing with the classification

and execution of the study (2.3).

                                          
14 Denzin and Lincoln, 2000
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2.2 Methodology Perspectives

2.2.1 Knowledge Generated by the Researcher

When subject of research is presented, the term knowledge is often an

accompanied term. But what is knowledge, actually? This is a question that

has riddled the minds of philosophers for thousands of years15. There are

different ways of defining knowledge, and these definitions have been

modified throughout the ages. One way of defining knowledge is to

determine how the knowledge will be used; i.e. to determine whom the

knowledge is for16. Knowledge may have different end users, such as

oneself, the general public or a specific party, such as an employer. Also,

just as there are different end users, there are different suppliers of

knowledge. In the case of a thesis, the supplier of knowledge is the

researcher.

The researcher, according to many, has the primary task of accumulating,

sorting, as well as analyzing data so as to obtain knowledge17. The

knowledge that the researcher generates is, however, not ordinarily

considered common knowledge, but is instead often referred to as scientific

knowledge. What is the difference between common and scientific

knowledge? Depending on the definer, scientific knowledge differs from

common knowledge in a few ways. One way to differentiate the knowledge

                                          
15 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
16 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
17 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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is by looking at how it is obtained18. General knowledge, for example, can

be acquired through personal experience, opinions, authorities and/or

traditions19. Scientific knowledge, on the other hand, should be obtained

“scientifically”20. However, there are different schools of thought that

define certain criteria for what scientific knowledge is, and how it should

be obtained. These schools of thought have dominated over certain periods

and are better known as paradigms21.

The concept of the paradigm was first presented by Thomas Kuhn in “The

Structure of Scientific Revolutions”, and in his book, Kuhn defines

paradigms as generally accepted scientific works that supply research

academies with standards for problems and solutions during a particular

period22. These paradigms are thus series of beliefs and principles that

make up the researcher’s interpretative framework. These frameworks give

researchers certain perspectives, value judgements, norms, etc., which

guide researchers through their investigative working processes, analyses

and interpretations23. There are several ways of classifying paradigms;

however, there are two predominant schools of philosophy: the natural

science school and its antithesis, the humanistic school24. These two

methods will be discussed in the following sections, with the humanistic

school receiving the greater concentration, as it is the school of philosophy

that I have chosen to work from in this thesis.

                                          
18 Holmberg (in Patel and Tebelius), 1987; Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
19 Moore (in Houser), 1998
20 Houser, 1998
21 Denzin and Lincoln, 2000
22 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
23 Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Gummesson, 1991
24 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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2.2.2 Positivism

Positivism has its roots in the traditional natural science school25.

Positivists are generally considered to be empiricists, in that they feel that

scientific knowledge is such that can be verified by means of empirical

testing26. The requirement for scientific knowledge to be tested and proven

true has been one of the main arguments for natural scientists throughout

the years. As Chalmers27 notes, scientific knowledge has “traditionally”

been derived from facts; this as opposed to personal opinion. The positivist

is hence more interested in studying and explaining human behavior than

interpreting individuals’ thoughts and feelings28.

Another trait associated with positivists is that the knowledge that is

derived can be repeated through further experimentation. The research

should also be conducted according to the same methodology. This

requirement for repetitive experimentation further supports the notion that

the existing knowledge is “true” knowledge; i.e. that the knowledge

regarding phenomena is objective and should be interpreted by all

researchers without deviation. To ensure that the knowledge is objective,

distinctions between facts and evaluations must be made.29

Generally, positivistic research begins with the observation of a

phenomenon that appears to follow a seemingly consistent pattern. Material

is then gathered with the purpose of testing whether or not the

                                          
25 Gummesson, 1991
26 Wallén, 1996
27 1999
28 Alvesson and Sköldberg, 1994
29 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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phenomenon’s pattern is consistent. The collected data is then analyzed and

a theory that explains the phenomena is developed. Predictions are then

made, tested and the differences between the observations and predictions

are either identified so as to either verify or falsify the developed theory.

The contribution of scientific knowledge for the positivist is thus to find

better descriptions and explanations of reality, as well as to increase the

potential for making for more correct phenomenal predictions. Finally, and

along the lines of traditional scientific experiments, the results of

positivistic research should be able to be applied generally; i.e. independent

of time or place.30

2.2.3 Hermeneutics

As mentioned earlier, there are several alternatives to positivistic research,

these include hermeneutics, postpositivism, critical theory and

phenomenology31. Hermeneutics, coming from the humanistic school, is

generally presented as the main contestant to positivism; the reason being

that it is primarily more comprehensive than the remainders, but also

because it, along with positivism, has its roots in the western world32. The

hermeneutical research process is a bit less ‘fact-oriented’ than the

positivistic approach. As opposed to positivism, the hermeneutical

researcher strives to gain a deeper understanding of a specific

phenomenon33. To achieve this, the researcher often has to try and

                                          
30 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
31 Denzin and Lincoln, 2000
32 Gummesson, 1991
33 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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understand other people and how they define their worlds, their experiences

and reactions34.

The “deeper understanding” that the researcher strives to achieve implies

that a great deal of interpretation takes place when the researcher analyzes

collected data. Central to this interpretation process is the concept of

preunderstanding35. A researcher’s preunderstanding is comprised of two

circles: cognitive and normative (see model, below)36. The cognitive circle

contains the knowledge that the researcher possesses before carrying out

his/her investigation. This knowledge may be acquired for instance through

education or prior experience.37 The normative circle consists of the

researcher’s prejudgments towards the phenomenon before the actual

investigation takes place.

These two circles contain elements that influence the researcher’s

investigative process and make up the basis for the deeper understanding

that the researcher is to gain regarding the phenomenon. During the

research, the normative circle will be challenged as the cognitive circle

increases.

                                          
34 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
35 Gummesson, 1991
36 Cognition deals with the way one thinks, solves problems, and gains insight when
interpreting, forming opinions, reasoning, building up expectations and judging future
consequences of alternative situations; Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 1998
37Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Gummesson, 1991
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Cognitive                     Normative

    Circle                          Circle

Understanding

Figure 2.1 Preunderstanding

The key difference here, as opposed to with positivism, is that the

researcher’s attitudes towards a phenomenon may be a deciding factor in

the outcome of the research. Lundahl and Skärvad38 have likewise noted

that one of the difficulties that the hermeneutical researcher faces is the

problem of separating facts from feelings. The reason for this is that the

researcher has the task of interpreting his/her subjects’ data, which implies

that a certain degree of subjectivism may occur when the researcher

attempts to understand those involved in the investigation process. The

notion that the hermeneutical researcher may be subjective, as opposed to

the objective positivist, raises the following question: “Should and/or can

research be objective?” This will be taken up in the next section.

                                          
38 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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Attitudes
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2.2.4 Objectivity – is it possible? Should it be a requirement?

As indicated earlier, Chandler39 has noted that science has historically been

based on facts as opposed to personal opinion. But Chandler is also quick

to point out that there are many cases in which “facts”, obtained through

experiment and observation, have been doubted. What Chandler is trying to

suggest is that observations can’t always be carried out in an objective

manner. He (Chandler) feels that different observers may not necessarily

view facts in the same way because we all perceive things in different

ways. The reason that differences in perception occur are because we all

experience events differently, and that we have different knowledge and

expectations regarding our observations.

Houser40 also points out that although scientific research may reduce

subjectivity, it will always be found to some degree. Babbie presents eight

different errors that occur during scientific research, which lead to

subjectivity. These are, in short41:

                                          
39 Chandler, 1999
40 1998
41 in Houser, 1998

1. Inaccurate observation

2. Overgeneralization

3. Selective observation

4. Made-up information

5. Illogical reasoning

6. Ego involvement

7. Premature close of inquiry

8. Mystification
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Does this mean that science is highly subjective? Weber42 feels that the

researcher has an ethical obligation regarding research material and

therefore research methods should be subjective. What Weber means is that

the researcher should not, for example, publish information that may end

up harming a specific source. Withholding certain information implies that

the researcher cannot be entirely objective. However, Weber feels that it is

important for the researcher to make the reader aware of where and when

subjectivity has taken place.

This reinforces the need for a methodology chapter, as well as a

presentation of a researcher’s preunderstanding – because it explains to the

reader what the researcher’s experiences, expectations and knowledge were

before and during the research process. Gummesson43 points out that a lack

of preunderstanding regarding a phenomenon means that the researcher

must spend a great deal of time becoming familiar with the phenomenon.

Because of this, Gummesson feels that it is important for the researcher to

make the reader aware of the researcher’s preunderstanding. The more time

the researcher spends becoming familiar with a problem will mean that the

researcher has less time to devote to the actual research.

2.2.5 Adopted Methodology

Upon considering the two opposing perspectives, I have chosen to adopt a

hermeneutical approach for this thesis. The main reason that I have elected

to adhere to the humanistic school is that I feel that digging deep into a

                                          
42 in Gilje and Grimen, 1992
43 1991
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problem is the best way to understand a phenomenon. Consequently, the

more I can understand the phenomenon that I study, the greater I feel my

contribution to scientific knowledge will be. Furthermore, the

hermeneutical research approach appeals to me because it is very much in

line with the way that I think and regard phenomena. I am well aware of

the degree of subjectivity that can accompany hermeneutical research, and I

have therefore tried to be as clear as possible as to which assumptions are

and are not mine throughout the thesis. This, I feel, will allow the reader to

draw clearer lines between fact and supposition, and accordingly allow

him/her to make his/her own assumptions regarding results.

Another reason that I have adopted a hermeneutical perspective is that I am

in agreement that research results are dependent upon the researcher, as

well as his/her preunderstanding of a phenomenon. I will now provide the

reader with a more clearly defined explanation of my preunderstanding. As

stated earlier, the cognitive part of my preunderstanding consists of the

knowledge that I possessed before starting my investigative work. My

knowledge at the specified point in time had primarily been comprised of

business and economics program courses that I have studied at the

previously mentioned university. The courses that have helped me in

establishment and assembly plant areas of my research include five-week

courses44 in organizational theory, marketing management, survey

methods, corporate finance, commercial law, logistics, international and

service-sector marketing courses, a six-week course in macroeconomics,

and a 20-week course in corporate strategy. The majority of these courses

                                          
44 It may be of interest for the reader to know that the different business program’s
courses are taught individually, as opposed to several courses taught simultaneously.
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were based on the notion of problem-based learning and included prepared

case studies, as well as practical field studies with different companies.

Work experience that constitutes a part of pre-knowledge includes cultural

knowledge that I received from working at an international airline, as well

as at an international division of a bank. Something else that helped me a

great deal while in Saudi Arabia is my knowledge of the English language.

Fluency in English helped to prevent misunderstandings that may have

occurred during interviews and discussions. In spite of my work experience

and university education, I lacked a great deal of pre-knowledge for this

research. First, I knew very little about Scania as a corporation; the only

knowledge that I had about Scania was that it is a Swedish company

involved in truck and bus sectors. Secondly, the knowledge that I possessed

regarding Saudi Arabia was also very little; most of what I did know was

basically hearsay and was along the lines of a rich oil country filled with

sheiks, camels and deserts. Other knowledge that I lacked (and still lack to

some extent) is the fact that I had very little knowledge of assembly and

engineering, which had meant that I needed to spend a great amount of

time trying to understand the field of heavy trucks.

As previously noted, the normative section of my preunderstanding

contains my prejudgments towards research phenomena before the actual

investigation took place. Regarding Scania as a corporation, I had a rather

indifferent opinion of the company; the reason for this was that I knew too

little about the company to form any opinion. When it comes to Saudi

Arabia my attitudes were a bit prejudiced; the reason being that most of

what I knew about the country was second hand derived. My knowledge of

the country, the culture and its people was very limited, and because of the
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uncertainty factor I had both an excited, as well as reserved feeling about

traveling to the country. Finally, regarding the actual purpose of the thesis,

I must admit that I had certain suspicions as to why Scania had low market

shares in Saudi Arabia. After reading a two-paged thesis proposal (a PM

prepared by Scania personnel) as well as having one short discussion with

Scania personnel, my initial reaction was that Scania could increase their

sales by setting up an assembly plant in Saudi Arabia. The reason that I felt

so was because it was my assumption that being closer to the customer may

result in increased sales (because of increased customer confidence, loyalty

and service measures that may be associated with locally produced

products). I was to find out that the situation was far more complex than I

assumed.

2.2.6 Induction and Deduction

Induction and deduction are two opposing ways that a researcher can go

about when contributing to scientific knowledge. Either the positivistic or

hermeneutic researcher may elect to use either one or a mixture of these

two methods (which are explained below). Both positivistic and

hermeneutic researchers collect empirical data in their investigative

work.45. Also all scientific researchers relate to theories, models and/or

previous information when conducting research46. Deductive research is the

process in which the researcher makes a supposition regarding the

relationship between existing phenomenon. The deductive researcher starts

with a theory and then searches for appropriate data. The deductive

                                          
45 Gummesson, 1991
46 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
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researcher is often engaged in testing a theory via relevant data; hence,

deductive research is commonly associated with positivism. 47

Data, on the other hand, that is first collected and then compared to a

researcher’s preunderstanding, or theory, is known as inductive research48.

The inductive researcher builds up an understanding of a phenomenon and

it is such research that may lead to the creation of a new theory; hence,

inductive research is commonly associated with hermeneutics49.

Both hermeneutical and positivistic researchers’ contribution to knowledge

may occur in the building up of theories. The difference with the

hermeneutical researcher is that even if the researcher has ambitions of

developing total (general) theories, they often have their limitations; i.e.

theories are often more applicable to specific circumstances and are

consequently dependent upon time and place50. The hermeneutical

researcher does not need to have such an ambition, and the researcher’s

goal can be to create new meanings, increase the researcher’s own

knowledge regarding a phenomenon or to confirm a suspected notion51.

According to Brunsson, even if the hermeneutical researcher does not

actually aim to establish new or general theories, he/she may end up

developing a theory in his/her quest to gain knowledge52.

                                          
47 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
48 Gummesson, 1991; Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
49 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
50 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
51 Brunsson, 1981
52 Brunsson, 1981
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Holmberg53 points out that in reality, the researcher quite often doesn’t

have a clear picture of reality or sufficient knowledge of a problem and

therefore doesn’t consciously work in either an inductive or deductive

manner from the start. Instead, the researcher studies reality, talks with

others and pokes at theories simultaneously in order to help build up a base

of knowledge for the research to be carried out. Afterwards, the proper

direction (inductive or deductive research) is chosen.

2.2.7 An Inductive Approach to Learning

In this study, I have essentially gone about learning in an inductive manner.

The reason for this is because my starting point for the research was to

gather as much information about the phenomenon before looking into

theories. The way that I continued afterwards is along the lines of the

closing discussion (Holmberg’s) in the previous section. I had a few

discussions with Scania personnel, searched for new, as well as reread

some previously studied theories on the subject of internationalization, and

started gathering information about Saudi Arabia. What I was actually

doing was enlarging my cognitive and normative circles and building up

my understanding of assembly plant establishments in Saudi Arabia. The

more that I gathered information, the more I realized that I needed to

complement the research with additional appropriate theories. So, in

actuality, I experienced different periods from when my research methods

turned from being inductive to deductive, and vice-versa.

                                          
53 in Patel and Tebelius, 1987
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2.3 Research Design and Process

2.3.1 Introduction

Seeing as positivistic and hermeneutical researchers take on different types

of problems, as well as seek different answers for their research, their

research requires different methods54. There are several ways in which

research studies can be carried out, with different subcategories

accompanying these methods. This research study is primarily a qualitative,

descriptive, case study. Explanations for these terms and choices will

follow throughout the remainder of this chapter. The chapter closes with a

critical evaluation of the chosen research methods.

2.3.2 Qualitative and Quantitative Methodology

Research methodology is often divided into two main categories:

qualitative and quantitative research55. As suggested above, it is the belief

of certain authors that the method chosen is dependent upon the types of

research questions that are to be answered, the nature of the information

gathered and the discipline of the researcher56. For example, qualitative

research tends to seek answers to questions such as “how” and “why”, and

gathers data in the form of words and other non-quantifiable material such

as feelings, attitudes and values. Quantitative research on the other hand

tends to be geared towards questions such as “how many…” and “which of

                                          
54 Taylor, 1998
55 Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 1998
56 Rudestam and Newton, 1992
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the following…”, which is easily processed in the form of numbers

(quantifiable data).

Qualitative methodology is best suited for the hermeneutical researcher as

it allows him/her to ultimately form a holistic view of the research

phenomena; i.e. to understand the persons involved and the situation

studied in its entirety57. This implies that the researcher ought to

temporarily become part of and participate in the research environment58.

Quantitative studies, on the other hand, are often associated with

positivistic research because of the objectivity requirement that normally

accompanies quantitative data; i.e. ‘numbers speak for themselves’59.

Furthermore, whereas qualitative research is generally inductive with the

researcher developing insights, concepts and attempting to understand

patterns in collected data, quantitative research tends to be deductive60.

I have applied both qualitative and quantitative data in this research study.

The qualitative data that I collected deals with different attitudes and

values, e.g. how Scania feels about market conditions, their products, as

well as organizing its overseas establishments. The quantitative data that

I’ve collected consists primarily of statistical data, such as market share

information, demographic and economical information. Other reasons for

choosing a qualitative approach to the research I’ve undertaken will follow

throughout this chapter.

                                          
57 Rudestam and Newton, 1992
58 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
59 Patel and Tebelius, 1987
60 Taylor, 1998
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2.3.3 Collection of Data – A Case Study

Research, regardless of whether qualitative or quantitative, requires a

collection of data. This data can be derived from a number of different

sources. These sources are commonly classified into primary and

secondary data61. Secondary data is comprised of previously collected

material that will be used to carry out the research. To help me in my

research, I have used several forms of secondary data. These include

newspaper and Internet articles, Scania literature (financial statements,

brochures, etc.), literature handbooks, course literature and earlier theses

containing similar theoretical information. This accumulation of

information has helped me to gain a deeper understanding of the presented

research problem.

Primary research data consists of new material gathered by the researcher

and constitutes the empirical chapter. According to Jacobsen and

Thorsvik62 there are four principal ways in which to collect primary data:

questionnaires, experiments, ethnographical studies and case studies. I have

chosen to carry out my research by means of a case study, and will here

provide brief explanations of the alternative methods63:

•  Questionnaires are forms of survey technique that attempt to measure,

and ultimately provide a representative account of a theoretical

phenomenon. Questionnaires may occur in person, through the mail, as

                                          
61 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
62 Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 1998
63 Jacobsen and Thorsvik, 1998
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well as over the telephone, and consist of predetermined questions that

are treated statistically.

•  Experiments are used when researchers wish to establish a correlation

between several variables64. Experiments are conducted in laboratories

or natural environments with the researcher attempting to manipulate

that which he or she believes to be the cause of a phenomenon.

•  Ethnographical, or field studies, are such where the researcher finds

him/herself in a research environment participating among his or her

research objects.

Case studies, the chosen method for this research and which are similar to

ethnographical studies, are often qualitative research studies that involve

research in the research object’s environment. Case studies can be used to

study an individual, a group of individuals or an organization, and are

therefore often applied in theses covering marketing, strategy and

organizational areas. Merriam defines case studies according to what they

are not; i.e. unambiguous, experimental, survey oriented or historical65. A

case study is flexible in that it can include a combination of interviews,

observations, and other types of collected information. Case studies are

also excellent choices for hermeneutical researchers because it facilitates

interpretation of information, as well as attempts to form holistic views.

Case studies usually focus on one specific study object or a set of objects

that pertain to a particular phenomenon66.

                                          
64 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
65 Merriam, 1998
66 Gummesson, 1991; Houser, 1998; Merriam, 1998, Patel and Tebelius, 1987;
Rudestam and Newton, 1992
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There are several reasons as to why I selected a case study for this thesis

(most of them being questionnaire disadvantages67). One reason is that a

case study has given me the flexibility to work with different types of

information; i.e. I have conducted informal interviews and reviewed

statistical information regarding Scania (market research information, etc.).

I have also made some minor observations in Saudi Arabia. Another reason

is that I chose to mainly work with qualitative information. A questionnaire

could possibly have given me certain answers that I was looking for;

however, I was not looking for a representative account of a phenomenon

or seeking objectivity. Yet one more reason as to why I feel that a case

study is suitable for this research is that it is a future-oriented study; i.e. it is

not historical. Finally, the main reason as to why I chose to conduct a case

study is that I feel that it allowed me to pose many follow-up questions

during interviews. This was very important because I found that many of

the answers that I received during interviews resulted in new, unanticipated

questions. It has also allowed me to rephrase questions that were not

understood by the interviewees, something which would not have been

possible if I had used a questionnaire.

2.3.4 Type of Research

According to Lundahl and Skärvad68, case studies, as well as other methods

of research, can be categorized according to the thesis’s purpose. The

different alternatives that Lundahl and Skärvad refer to are descriptive,

                                          
67 Lekwall and Wahlbin, 1993
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explanatory, explorative, diagnostic and evaluative. Houser69 points out

that for the purpose of case studies, the applicable choices are descriptive,

explanatory and evaluative studies; the reason being that their purpose is to

achieve detailed descriptions of, to explain and evaluate the phenomenon in

question. Descriptive studies aim at describing a phenomenon, e.g. a

working environment. Explanatory studies are used to see if a correlation

exists between variables and often answer such questions as ‘why’.

Evaluative studies are widely used to measure the effects of legislation, an

organizational change, work satisfaction, a taken action or a new

pedagogical method.

This thesis is partly descriptive, as a majority of the empirical research is

geared towards describing Scania, its products and the industrial

advantages and disadvantages of Saudi Arabia. However, the thesis is also

evaluative because categorizing factors into advantageous and non-

advantageous categories requires judgment on my part. Furthermore, the

thesis is evaluative as I evaluate the situation that Scania is in and

determine whether assembly plant start-up is feasible or not for the

company.

2.3.5 Research Process

As partially noted earlier, this thesis took place at both Scania in Södertälje

and at various companies in Saudi Arabia. Originally, I had contacted

Scania’s marketing department to see if I could look into a different market
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for the company. I was informed that the market in question was no longer

of interest for the company and was instead offered the present thesis. I

then met with two executives from Scania’s OCB (Africa and Middle East

Sales and Marketing division) and ODK (Assembly Projects within Sales

and Engineering’s Europe and Overseas division) divisions. Together we

worked out the details for the study. I later signed a contract for the thesis

and was simultaneously assigned a tutor at Scania. Shortly thereafter I

worked gathering information about Scania, Saudi Arabia and applicable

theories and models for the research. I then worked on a list of questions,

which was put together with the help of the aforementioned theories and

models, to ask Scania personnel and others in Saudi Arabia (see appendix

A).

Afterwards, I spent a few weeks at Scania’s headquarters learning about the

company, its organizational process, products, markets, etc. I was received

very well and was free to ask questions to whomever I pleased. I received

help making appointments with different executives and employees, and all

personnel were willing to answer any questions that I had (for a list of

personnel questioned and interviewed, see appendix B). I was also given

the chance to drive a few of Scania’s heavy trucks so that I could get better

understanding of the products that I was conducting research on!

After I had received sufficient empirical information from Scania in

Södertälje, I traveled to Saudi Arabia to learn about the country’s

environmental conditions. There, I was welcomed by Scania’s exclusive

distributor in Saudi, the GCC (General Contracting Company). GCC

personnel were kind enough to arrange meetings with different companies

and government authorities (that I had, to a large extent, chosen) in three
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different cities in the country: Al-Kohbar, Riyadh and Jeddah. I spend ten

days in the country interviewing and having informal discussions with

various personnel (see appendix B). I asked prepared questions, as well as

general questions about the Saudi Arabian culture (see appendix A). The

questions that I posed to all were sent in advance to an appointed GCC host

in Saudi Arabia. These questions were in turn forwarded in advance by the

host to specific interviewees so that they could have time to prepare for

their answers. The advice to send the interview candidates the questions in

advance was given to me by a Scania employee that had recently written

his master’s thesis for Scania. This advice was well appreciated.

The number of interviews/informal conversations that took place were

judged according to what I considered to be suitable, i.e. I continued

conducting interviews until I felt that I was getting a clear picture of the

different situations in question. It was not my ambition to interview

candidates of different sex, age or ethnic, e.g., but instead to speak to

specific people possessing competence regarding assembly plants, the

Saudi Arabian business climate and Scania’s products and marketing

information. In total, I interviewed, or received information from ten

people at Scania and 26 in Saudi Arabia (see appendix B).

2.3.6 Formulation and Conducting of Interviews and Observations

Interviews can be carried out with different degrees of standardization or

structure. Highly structured interviews often contain set questions in a

predetermined order. Such would be common in a questionnaire.

Unstructured interviews are characterized by more informal measures; i.e.
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there is no predetermined order of questions and the questions are asked in

a spontaneous manner; i.e. according to needs and feelings. A third

alternative that includes both of these methods is the semi- structured

interview. Semi-structured interviews are characterized by a predetermined

order of questions, but the interviewer has the freedom to ask follow-up

questions such as “Can you clarify that?” or “Please, tell me more.”70. It is

this third variation that I have used I my interviews at Scania. The

questions were structured in the respect that I had arranged them in

different categories and that I tried to formulate them in such a way so as to

not influence interviewees; i.e. to not ‘lead’ the interviewee into giving the

answer that I wanted. I feel that such means allowed me to both ask the

important questions that I needed answers to plus gave me the advantage to

request more qualitative information from the interviewees. I would like to

point out that the interviews were hardly ‘interviews’ in context, but rather

informal conversations.

I recorded the first interview that I held on a mini-cassette recorder. During

the interview the recorder started to eat up the cassette tape. I was forced to

hold this interview again and I then decided that I would take notes for the

remainder of the interviews; the reason being that I did not want to

experience this problem again, especially in Saudi Arabia where I was

pressed for time. I did not have time to allow the candidates to read through

their responses; therefore, I told the candidates that the interviews held

would be completely anonymous71.

                                          
70 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
71 as recommended by Kvale, 1997
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Also, as recommended by Kvale72, I did my best to adapt to the

interviewees’ language, attire, and character (however, this was not always

possible in Saudi Arabia). The aim is to let the interviewee know that the

interviewer is on the same level and will thus be more inclined to answer

interview questions with honesty. I also tried my best to follow some other

tips noted by Kvale, which were to contribute to better quality interviews.

These include that I tried to be critical to responses, assertive, friendly, as

knowledgeable as possible about my questions, and interpretive during the

interview; i.e. I repeated interview responses as a means of confirming

information.

2.3.7 Observations

Observations can either be hidden or open, as well as have different

degrees of interaction and standardization. A hidden observation occurs

when the study object is unaware of the fact that there is an observation

taking place. An open observation means that the study object is found

within the study object’s environment. Intensive interactions are such in

which the researcher has a rather large degree of participation. Non-

interaction implies that there is no interaction at all. The degree of

standardization depends on to what extent the observations are structured.
73

                                          
72 1997
73 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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For the purposes of this thesis I made very few observations. The

observations that I did make took place in Saudi Arabia, and dealt primarily

with environmental factors such as infrastructure and business culture. To

start off with I should mention that I had not actually planned on making

any observations; therefore, I would classify these as being completely

unstructured. Because those observed were not informed that they would be

observed, I would have to say that the observations were hidden. Finally,

the degree of interaction differed according to the observation. For

example, some observations regarding the Saudi Arabian infrastructure

consisted of experiences - these were accordingly intense. Other

observations were non-intensive in the respect that they were mere

perceptions. The observations made are clearly identified in chapter four.

2.3.8 Critical Evaluation o f the Research

This section of the thesis contains the different disadvantages associated

with the chosen methods for this thesis, as well as what I did to account for

these “drawbacks”. I would like to point out that because I have a

hermeneutical approach to research, and accordingly feel that we all see

and experience the world in different ways, all chosen methods could be

challenged. This implies that this section could essentially be several pages

long. Therefore, I have chosen to limit this discussion to arguments that I

feel are most fundamental.

Regarding the interview questions, there may have been problems

associated with measurement validity. Not formulating interview questions

correctly may have resulted in the absence of needed information, which
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would influence the study’s internal validity. A few things that I had in my

favor were that I carried out my research in the form of a case study and

that I held informal discussions. This meant that I was given the flexibility

to pose follow-up questions and increase my chances of obtaining

important information.74

One possibility that exists is that the interviewees could have lied, or said

something that they regret. Such problems affect the thesis’s external

validity, the former of which are difficult to avoid. The interview

candidates did not have the opportunity to read through their interview

material, and this material may have contained information that certain

candidates did not intend on saying. Therefore, there is a possibility that

problems with the study’s external validity could have occurred.75

To start off with, the fact that I chose to write this thesis alone can be

criticized. One argument against the sole writer is that information

interpretations are rather limited76. The argument from the university

(faculty and students alike) that has supported this criticism is that a person

alone will be less capable of seeing things from two different perspectives.

I agree with this statement and I have tried my best to see things from

opposing viewpoints77. For example, I have tried to look at my research

questions from a global, as well as local perspective. I have also tried to

look at assembly plant decision factors from two different perspectives; i.e.

financial, or quantitative information vs. different non-quantifiable

information, such as advantages and disadvantages. Finally, I have viewed

                                          
74 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
75 Lundahl and Skärvad, 1992
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the decision that would affect assembly plant start up from an external

perspective; i.e. look at environmental influences, as well as from an

internal perspective; i.e. look at capabilities within a company. Another

point I’d like to make is that I’ve had feedback from my tutor and students

who’ve read bits and pieces of the thesis, as well as have had plenty of

people from Scania to discuss the situation with. I also feel that it is easier

to ‘look at the big picture’ when one doesn’t split up work tasks into to

different groups, which would be a risk with co-authorship.

One significant factor against me is that my preunderstanding was minimal

before starting this thesis. As noted earlier, I knew very little about Scania

or Saudi Arabia and I was required to spend a lot of my time learning about

these two areas, time that could have been devoted to more

interviews/discussions and a more in-depth analysis of the empirical

findings. Limited knowledge of Scania and Saudi Arabia could also lead to

the suspicion that the results are not very convincing. I do feel, however,

that this limited knowledge allowed me to look at the situation in a new

light; i.e. from another perspective than those directly involved in Saudi

Arabia, with assembly or with Scania.

Finally, one thing that should be pointed out is that the researcher has the

option of choosing which empirical information is included in the thesis.

The information that I elected not to include, whether this was done

intentionally or not, may have been deemed valuable by other researchers.

This line of theory supports the hermeneutical claim that two different

researchers may very well, and probably will come to different results. I

                                                                                                                           
77 as advised in de Wit and Meyer, 1998
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can only say that I did my best to choose information according to what I

felt would be most applicable to the thesis’s research questions and that

would be most beneficial to Scania.
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3 Theoretical P latform

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned earlier a hermeneutical inductive approach to research

implies that the researcher pursues theories and models to help build up a

greater understanding of the area to be studied. This chapter contains an

overview of the previously studied (preunderstanding), as well as newly

sought after, theories, models and checklists that have helped me to discern

which factors are of significance when establishing an assembly plant in

Saudi Arabia. I have used the material in this chapter as a guideline for my

research. It has helped me to formulate interview questions, as well as

aided me in obtaining a deeper understanding of Saudi Arabia, assembly

plants and Scania. I am aware that all models and theories have their

downsides; i.e. are not always applicable to all situations, and have

therefore chosen to discuss some of the models after their respective

presentations. I would also like to point out that I have not limited myself

to the contents of theses models and theories, but have also made analyses

based on my own reflections.

Below is a rough overview of a process model that I’ve pieced together

which contains factors (in terms of different advantages and disadvantages)

that I consider important when seeking establishment in Saudi Arabia. The

model begins with an environmental analysis. The point of this analysis is

to help determine which opportunities and threats in Saudi Arabia can
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affect a firm. The external conditions that are analyzed in this section are,

in order of occurrence, a study of an environment’s uncertainty, a PEST

analysis, and a national advantage analysis.

The next section, assembly plant analysis, takes a closer look at what a firm

needs to consider when starting up an assembly plant. This section is

mainly comprised of the financial and organizational factors that tie in with

the long-term goals of the plant and determine how it will be managed. The

basis for this determination is highly dependent upon the results from the

environmental analysis. Together, the results from this, as well as the

environmental analysis section are presented in chapter four (the empirical

results) and are used to decide if assembly plant establishment is

worthwhile.

Figure 3.1 Platform Model

ENVIRONMENTAL
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3.2 Environmental Analysis

The first step in the establishment process is to carry out an environmental

analysis of Saudi Arabia. This analysis helps determine which

opportunities and threats, (advantages and disadvantages) in Saudi Arabia

directly, or indirectly affect a firm. The external conditions that are

analyzed in this section are mainly political, economical, cultural, and

competitive factors. As mentioned above, the environmental analysis

contains a study of an environment’s uncertainty, a PEST analysis, and a

national advantage analysis.78 The theories and models are presented from

a general to a more specific point of view, which I feel, is most in line with

the hermeneutical process.

3.2.1 Environmental Uncertainty

The first step in the environmental analysis shows how uncertain an

environment is and why the uncertainty exists. Uncertainty in an

environment increases the more it becomes dynamic and complex;

therefore, it is sensible to try and grasp a greater understanding of the

environment in question79. The model is a good starting point before

continuing onto the succeeding models in this section. Uncertainty

conditions can be defined as follows:

                                          
78 Johnson and Scholes, 1999
79 Johnson and Scholes, 1999
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An environment is fairly simple or stable if it is easy to understand and the

ongoing changes are relatively few. Examples given by Johnson and

Scholes80 include industries involved with simple technological processes,

for instance mass manufacturing corporations and suppliers of raw

materials. Johnson and Scholes feel that if changes in an environment are

generally predictable, then future environmental conditions can be

forecasted according to historical events.

Corporations faced with dynamic conditions are confronted with changes

that are not normally predicted. These corporations must consequently find

ways of preparing for the future. A few options, according to Johnson and

Scholes, are to create future-oriented “scenarios” or to build up innovative,

learning organizations, of which the personnel are encouraged to think

intuitively.

A complex environment is difficult to summarize and understand. A

complex environment may be one in which the progression of sophisticated

technology is so rapid that it becomes highly uncertain. As with dynamic

conditions, there is a high level of difficulty in attempts to deal with

complexity by relying on analyses. Therefore, companies must find other

ways of dealing with changes other than forecasting. The best way to

handle complex environments depends on the reasons for complexity. For

instance, corporations faced with complexity because of their

organizational diversity can choose to deal with it by means of

decentralization, where employees are given the power of authority to deal

with their own environments. Alternatively, organizations can learn to deal

                                          
80 1999
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with complexity by means of experience, which provides a competitive

advantage for corporations.

3.2.1.1 A Short Note Regarding the Model

Although a good starting point, I feel that the above model does not take a

few different possibilities into account. I feel that it is possible that an

environment can be composed of a combination of the above categories,

i.e. the environment can be both simple, as well as complex in different

respects. Also, I feel that the model can be applied on different levels; i.e.

at either general, branch, or company specific levels. For example, if the

reasons for complexity have to do with government officials in Saudi

Arabia, then complexity issues could pertain to industries in general.

However, if the reasons for complexity have to do with competition, then

they would be deemed branch specific. I have opted to use this model to

categorize environmental aspects at all levels, and I feel that the model is a

good tool for helping one understand the different environments more

clearly.

3.2.2 PEST Analysis

The next step takes a look at environmental influences that can affect

corporations in their endeavor to establish assembly plants. The model here

is a PEST analysis, which takes into consideration consequences and risks

that accompany physical and cultural distance from the home market.

Specifically, a PEST analysis stands for the political economical
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sociocultural and technological environmental factors that influence

corporations both indirectly and directly81. These factors include threats,

which can include different forms of risks, as well as opportunities for

firms. A few important things to keep in mind when analyzing the factors

below are that environmental factors may or may not be controllable by a

firm. Thus, a firm should:

•  identify which factors affect the firm today;

•  which will affect the firm in the coming years; and

•  determine how the firm should respond to these factors.

Below is compilation of different sources, PEST analyses82. Two additional

categories, geographical and business cultural factors, have been included

from these sources. I have opted to include business cultural factors with

sociocultural factors, while maintaining geographical factors as a separate

category. Certain PEST factors normally included in different authors’ lists

may not be of relevance for a firm contemplating the start up of an

assembly plant; these factors have naturally been omitted. To the reader,

this section may appear to be somewhat unstructured; i.e. at times there are

focal points on factual information, and at other times many bullet points.

The explanation is that although all points are investigated, certain points

are less obvious than others are, and hence require a more in-depth

explanation. Also, the points that are most applicable to the problem

discussion (section 1.2) of this thesis are taken up more thoroughly. The

reason that I elected to include many points in this investigation is so that I

                                          
81 Johnson and Scholes, 1999.
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could acquire a better understand of the business climate in Saudi Arabia.

Hopefully the reader will feel the same way.

3.2.2.1 Political, Legal and Economical Factors

I have elected to initially combine political, legal and economical factors in

one category because many of these factors are interrelated (e.g. inflation

may be a result of government policy). Political, legal and economical

factors are important to consider when entering a market that differs from

the market in the firm’s homeland. For example, a firm may be interested

in finding out how easily the Saudi Arabian government may be influenced

(by lobbying, for instance), or what the cost of labor in Saudi Arabia will

be.

Political and economical risks, according to Bennett, should be monitored

continuously as these often can be dynamic. Many of the risks below can

either be general; i.e. affect all firms (macro factors), such as taxes that

may be applied to foreign firms, or they may be branch specific (micro

factors), such as product import restrictions.

Barriers, Tariffs and Treaties

Some of the most important political and legal factors that have

considerable economical consequences are those that directly affect trade.

International trade practices have been changing ever since the end of the

Second World War. Tariffs have fallen drastically among industrial

countries, the reason being that governments have begun to realize the
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benefits of free trade (e.g. wider choices of consumer goods, increased

economic growth, better living standards, etc.). Tariffs have also begun to

decline in developing nations as well, but still exist to a large extent in

favor of a home nation’s balance of payments. All in all, import tariffs exist

worldwide and are considered an important source of government income.

The importance here is to determine which policies exist regarding tariffs

in Saudi Arabia. This section takes up the different types of barriers

associated with tariffs, as well as non-tariffs (e.g. import quotas).83

Tariffs are custom duty taxes that are imposed on imported products and

goods. Tariffs can be imposed according to fixed amounts per item

(specific duties), as a percentage of the imported item’s total value (also

known as ad valorum), or as a combination of the two which is known as a

compound tariff. Moreover, tariff systems may be single or double column.

Single column tariffs apply to the import of a specific product, regardless

of the country of origin. Double column tariffs, on the other hand, mean

that different duties can be imposed to a product dependent upon its

country of origin.

Regional trading blocs may apply to certain areas. Trading blocs are

generally expensive and difficult to enter, but may be deemed strategically

advantageous to enter as they may lessen border control and/or eliminate

further duty charges when entering nearby areas. Common may be the

existence of trade, or ad hoc agreements between nations, as well as the

occurrence of preferential rates of tariff - the latter being most common for
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developing countries. Transit duties, which tax goods passing through a

country on route to another, may also be imposed by national governments.

The occurrence of free trade agreements is quite common. The purpose

with such agreements is to eliminate import and export duties completely,

which means that import trade restrictions (bans, quotas, etc.) are not

applicable (the only exceptions that are found have to deal with agricultural

products). A requirement for free trade is that local content rules have to be

met; i.e. the product must contain a certain amount of local content if

custom duties are to be abolished. The reason for the requirement is so that

counties that fall outside of the union do not attempt to enter the union via

the country with the lowest import duties and then further distribute their

items within the union.84

The most common tariff and trade agreement that applies to nations on the

whole is the WTO (World Trade Organization). Formally known as GATT

(The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), the WTO’s main goal is to

encourage multilateral trade and to reduce tariff and non-tariff trade

barriers. The WTO covers over 90 percent of world trade and its rules are

based on85:

1. Non-discrimination; i.e. the same rates of tariff must apply to all

countries. Free trade agreements are allowed. Special agreements may

apply to undeveloped countries.

2. Resolution of disputes via consultation.
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3. Non-legality of quantitative restrictions on imports, exceptions to this

rule are undeveloped countries, countries that have difficulties with their

balance of payments, and when agricultural and fisheries are involved.

Membership benefits, according to the WTO, are86:

1.The system helps promote peace.

2. Disputes are handled constructively.

3. Rules make life easier for all.

4. Freer trade cuts the costs of living.

5. It provides more choice of products and qualities.

6. Trade raises incomes.

7. Trade stimulates economic growth.

8. The basic principles make life more efficient.

9. Governments are shielded from lobbying.

10. The system encourages good government.

Non-tariff, hidden barriers and exchange controls may act as deterrents for

firms seeking trade. Non-tariff and hidden barriers that may occur

include87:

•  import quotas for certain products;

•  health and safety requirements for certain goods;

•  time-consuming and expensive import licenses application procedures;

•  troublesome or unfair evaluation of imported products’ prices or

classifications;
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•  packaging requirements;

•  state subsidies for domestic firms in order to help these firms compete

with foreign firms;

•  anti-dumping laws, which prohibit firms from primarily selling items

below fair value (below cost) in order to disrupt competition;

•  Time-consuming and expensive shipment inspections, as well as special

documentation requirements. It is important to find out how document

consignment will be affected; i.e. certain requirements main pertain to

goods that are to be, as opposed to those that already are assembled;

•  and finally, important to consider for the purposes of this thesis, local

content rules. These rules are often geared towards assembly

(screwdriver) plants that import all components in order to avoid anti-

dumping taxes and import tariffs imposed on complete products.

Exchange controls restrict the amount of foreign currency a firm may

purchase. There may be problems associated with one or more of the

following88:

•  Government rules that may allot different exchange rates for different

types of transactions.

•  Restriction of foreign exchange availability for the import of specified

products.

•  Favoritism regarding which firms may acquire foreign exchange.

•  Disadvantages regarding exchange queues and waiting lists.

•  Issues of foreign exchange licenses and quotas.
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The remaining political, legal and economical factors to be investigated

are89:

Political and Legal Factors

•  Government stability (including terrorism; democracy threats)

•  Government control; responsiveness to public opinion and pressure

groups

•  Relations with other countries

•  Monopolies legislation

•  Corruption among government officials

•  Environmental protection laws

•  Taxation policies (including establishment laws)

•  Laws regarding the employment of personnel

Economical Factors

                                          
89 refer to footnote # 32

•  Business cycles

•  GNP trends

•  Interest rates

•  Money supply

•  Currency stability

•  Inflation

•  Unemployment rate

•  Energy availability and cost

•  Banking regulations/rules

•  Available credit markets
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3.2.2.2 Business- and Sociocultural Factors

Although just as complex as political and economical factors, cultural

factors are easier to identify. A cultural analysis is important as it

determines the behavior of individuals in a country or area. Bennett90

explains that culture is shared by a group, something that people learn and

dependent upon environmental circumstances. The cultural factors below

are those that would most affect a business environment, this as opposed to

those that might influence a firm’s advertising campaigns. Analysis of the

factors below will help a firm decide how an assembly plant should be

organized and controlled (taken up in section 3.3.3).

•  Population demographics

•  Social mobility

•  Lifestyle changes

•  Religious beliefs

•  The role of women in society

•  Standards of living

•  Levels of education (including specialized education)

•  Language (foreign language acceptance)

•  Attitudes towards work and leisure

•  Social values (work ethics, career choices, honesty, social

responsibility)

•  Group norms (how new entrants/foreigners are treated)

•  Concepts of time: attitudes towards deadlines
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3.2.2.3 Technological and Geographical Factors

The remaining environmental elements that could influence the decision to

establish an assembly plant are technological and geographical factors.

These follow91:

Technological factors

•  Government spending on research

•  Government and industry focus on technological effort

•  New discoveries/development

•  Speed of technology transfer into Saudi

•  Communication systems

Geographical factors

•  Distance (including time differences)

•  Means of transport

•  Climate

3.2.2.4 Comments Regarding the PEST Analysis

Bennett points out that political risk assessments tend to be unreliable as

they are often based on hearsay, likely to be biased, and are contradictory.

Consequently, their interpretations are highly subjective and it can be
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difficult to gather a clear picture of reality in non-democratic countries,

such as Saudi Arabia, because of censorship and protective views.

One disadvantage with the about the PEST analysis is that it is chiefly a

tool for gathering information and offers very little in terms of advice. I

have consequently supplemented this model with one that analyzes the

PEST analysis (see next section).

Another point of criticism that can be directed towards the PEST analysis is

that the results can give a rather stationary picture of the situation in Saudi

Arabia. That is why Bennett, as well as Johnson and Scholes92 point out

that the environmental conditions must be continually monitored. I have

accordingly asked the interviewees to have a future-oriented perspective

when answering my questions about the environmental conditions in Saudi

(refer to appendix A). I have also done my best to keep the information in

the empirical findings updated by reading Saudi Arabian sources on a daily

basis. However, I am aware that there could have occurred many changes

since the printing of this thesis that would change the conclusions of this

thesis.

3.2.3 The Diamond of National Advantage

Michael Porter’s national advantage model provides one way of looking at

environmental influences concerning international expansion. It is Porter’s

conviction that tight competition at the national level is the primary basis
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for product improvement and innovation. Porter has attributed the success

of many corporations to tough competition, as opposed to factors such as

government policies or macroeconomical factors (Porter refers to

successful Swedish firms, for example those involved with the production

and sales of pulp, steel and heavy trucks).93

Porter claims that firms that are subjected to strong competition at the

national level will sustain certain advantages when expanding

internationally. Porter challenges the strategy of penetrating into

international markets so as to gain access to raw materials and inexpensive

labor as grounds for expansion. Instead, he sees the world as one global

market with opportunities for upgrading and improvement in all areas.

Porter also feels that corporations should venture in markets that will

stimulate product upgrading and innovation, which will ultimately help

firms maintain competitive advantages. 94

Although the model is developed for home market usage, I feel that it is a

good tool for examining the potential in Saudi Arabia. The model contains

many aspects that are contained in the PEST analysis; however it offers a

different way of looking at these PEST factors. For example, a PEST

analysis may reveal that a specific country has lower wages in comparison

with the home country; however, the analysis does not evaluate this factor

as being advantageous or not. That is where the “diamonds” model comes

in. As stated, the PEST analysis was used as a tool for gathering

information found in the empirical results (chapter four). I intend to use the
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model in this section to analyze (chapter five) the material found in the

empirical results.

Figure 3.2 The Determinants of Competitive Advantage; Porter 1990; pg. 77

The model above focuses on the attributes that provide the necessary

resources required for competitive advantage in an industry. These

attributes influence how resources should be developed, as well as tempt

firms to invest and innovate. The diamond, according to Porter, should be

seen as a system that contains the necessary ingredients for competition.

Each determinant is, according to Porter, dependant upon the state of the

remaining determinants.
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3.2.3.1 Factor Conditions

Factor conditions are the standard factors that determine the flow of trade

for a nation. Porter points out that it is not the inheritance of these factors

that contribute to a nation’s advantage, but the ability to capitalize on these

factors so as to gain an advantage as compared with other nations.

Examples of common factors are95:

•  Physical resources: include land, water, power resources, mineral

and/or timber deposits, climatic conditions, geographic size,

transportation costs and the ease of cultural and business trade. Physical

resources are measured in abundance, quality, accessibility and cost,

and may be renewable or depletable.

•  Human resources: are the quality, costs and skills of labor, and include

measurements such as working hours and work ethics.

•  Knowledge resources: are advanced and specialized knowledge

resources such as scientific, technical and market knowledge. Among

other things, these knowledge resources reflect the outcomes of

products and services and stem from universities, private and

government research institutes, and government statistical agencies

•  Capital resources: are such that are available to finance industries, and

are measured in amounts, types and costs.

•  Infrastructure: includes transportation, communication, postal, health

care, patent, as well as payment and financial funds’ systems. Also

included are factors that affect the living conditions, like housing and

cultural institutions, which may attract prospective labor to a nation.
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There are two important distinctions that pertain to the above factor

conditions. The first is that the factors can be divided into basic factors

(natural resources, climate, location, unskilled labor, etc.) and advanced

factors (sophisticated human resources, high technology, etc.). Secondly,

the factors can be divided into generalized factors (communication

systems, secondary schools, etc.) and specialized factors (narrowly skilled

labor, specific knowledge). The latter of the pairs, advanced and

specialized factors, are the ones that help a nation sustain a competitive

advantage. These factors are not inherent to a country in the same way that

basic and general resources (natural resources, climate, etc.) are. They are

instead created and developed through investments.

3.2.3.2 Demand Conditions

Porter96 tends to see tough demand conditions as opportunities to innovate

and upgrade products. Demand conditions consist of three characteristics;

these are a country’s: (1) demand composition (the nature of a buyer), (2)

pattern of growth of demand and (3) ability to transfer domestic needs

internationally. For the purposes of this thesis, concentration will be on the

first two characteristics. I would also like to point out that this area of the

model is not on a general, but specific level; i.e. this area applies

exclusively to the heavy truck market.
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Demand Composition

According to Porter, a country filled with sophisticated customers will

result in pressure from the customers to upgrade and innovate products.

Hence, this area of the model indicates the importance for understanding

customer needs. For this to be possible there must be problem-free

accessibility and open communication between the firm and key parties. In

my opinion, the best way to find out what customers needs are and why

they choose to do business with certain firms (as opposed to the remainder)

is to simply ask the customers. This is important because if quality, for

example, is shown to be the most important aspect that customers look for

in a product, then the plant must be able to take the right measures that

would insure a high quality, assembled product. I have elected to

complement Porter’s Diamond model97 with a model presented by Johnson

and Scholes98. The model was developed to help analyze how customers

perceive value.

1. The model begins with the identification of relevant market segments;

these market segments should include both identifiable customers, as

well as competitors.

2. Secondly, customers should be asked which product/service

characteristics are valued most. Market research is an excellent means

of obtaining these factors. The factors may include pricing, reputation,

quality, service, delivery reliability, etc (in the model below, factors 1-

4).
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3. In the third step, the importance of the factors is rated from most to least

important (e.g., factor 1 in the model below would be the most

important factor, such as price or quality).

4. The next task is to chart each customer’s profile, as is exemplified in the

below model (in the model, the companies are A-C. The ratings are on a

scale from the lowest (0.0) to the highest (1.0) rating).

5. Finally, a competitive strategy can be discussed regarding the results.

(e.g., the model below would show that while company A is superior

when it comes to factor 3, it really needs to work on factor 2 because

factor 2’s importance is greater than factor 1’s.).

Figure 3.3 Analyzing Perceived Value by Customers; Johnson & Scholes, 1999; pg. 133
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Patterns of Demand Growth

If early home demand in a country tends to anticipate buyer needs on a

global scale, then the country in question has what Porter calls a ‘first

mover advantage’99. Such an advantage allows the firm to get a head start;

i.e. gain experience in a specific segment before the rest of the world is

introduced to the product. First mover advantages are also provided for

corporations competing in saturated markets. This is so because there is

pressure for reduced prices, newer and improved products (e.g. new

features), etc. Saturation is also good because it intensifies rivalry and

forces “poor” firms out of markets, and is most effective when there is a

large number of corporations.100

3.2.3.3 Related and Supporting Industries

Porter feels that nations are usually more effective when there are several

related user and supplier industries. The presence of several related

industries is an indication that there are close working relationships among

industry suppliers. Close working relationships can mean a greater access

to components and machinery. Moreover, it can quicken and ease the flow

of important information, which may lead to newly developed skills, the

stimulation and acceleration of new ideas or spin-off products, as well as

new research and development sights. Technology and skills may also be

shared when the number of related industries is large. This sharing can

occur in technology development, distribution, marketing, service, etc., and
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may for instance lead to the development of a product that can be used in

several industries (as with an engine). A result of working vertical and

horizontal relationships could be clusters that collaborate on industry

information, such as needs and problems, while at the same time allowing

for rivalry. Some factors that may facilitate the flow of information are101:

•  Personal relationship developed from earlier experiences (from school,

military service, etc.).

•  People that change jobs between competing corporations.

•  Relationships developed in the community.

•  Relationships developed due to geographical nearness.

•  Norms that promote long-term ties.

3.2.3.4 Strategy, Structure and Rivalry

The final determinant in the diamond102 deals with a firm’s chosen goals,

strategies, organizational structure and how it is affected by domestic

rivalry. I have chosen to take up the goals and organizational aspects that

are firm specific in the next section. The impact of these remaining factors

will determine the degree of innovation and international success for a

firm:
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Managerial and Labor Union Practices

Firms must often adapt to nations organizational practices. In certain

countries, like Italy for example, the successful companies are often small

to medium-sized and privately owned. A highly centralized corporation

would, for instance, have many difficulties trying to organize foreign-based

personnel in a predominantly decentralized industrial country. Other

managerial practices, such as individual motivation and worker flexibility

may also be country specific. Even marketing practices may also be

country specific. Labor unions may play an important role in managerial

decision-making. Examples may include the amount of hours an employee

is allowed to work, attitudes toward travel, and education or job

development programs.103

Domestic Rivalry

Much of what is relevant here has been taken up in the section on related

industries. The main point is, as with demanding customers, business rivals

also play a role in innovation stimulation, which Porter considers to be

good for corporations. Correspondingly, because a monopolistic

corporation has little competition, it is never challenged to improve. The

key questions in this section are: is rivalry increasing or decreasing and is

this good or bad, can the rivalry be influenced, and what is the rivalry

based upon. The forces that affect competitive rivalry are104:
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•  Balance: If the competitors are of equal size (in terms of market shares)

then the degree of competition is likely to be high. Rivalry also takes the

number of competitors into consideration: are there few or several

rivals?

•  Market growth rates: what stage of the “market life cycle” is the firm in

(this in comparison with the rest of the branch)? Is the market in a

growing or mature sector? These questions help determine the

possibility of entrants or exiting actors. It also determines the

availability of market shares. The exit of customers shows that the

industry is less profitable.

•  High fixed costs: certain industries have high fixed costs, for instance if

they are capital intensive or have high storage costs. Price-cutting

measures resulting in price wars may be a course of action taken to

cover these fixed costs.

3.2.3.5 Comments on the Diamonds Model

As with the PEST analysis model, the diamonds model gives a stationary

view of environmental factors (e.g., market shares). This again reinforces

the need for a future-oriented perspective, which I have done my best to

fulfil when both formulating questions and when analyzing the

environment. One point of criticism that the model has received is that

although the model is attractive in the respect that it encourages innovation

and promotes a positive attitude towards competition, it is not entirely

applicable to undeveloped countries105 (e.g., in places where infrastructure
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and supply-chain networks are not fully developed yet). Finally, I do not

feel totally restricted to the model’s limitations - I have chosen to utilize it

in my own way.

3.3 Assembly Plant Analysis

The establishment process of an assembly plant is very complex and is

filled with a variety of advantages and disadvantages106. I have chosen to

divide this area into two main categories, namely financial and

organizational ones, the reason being so that I can differentiate between

quantifiable and non-quantifiable (qualitative) information. This I feel will

help to see conditions from two different angles. Financial factors provide a

firm with a quantifiable means of determining if assembly plant

establishment is profitable or not. However, even if an establishment may

be deemed profitable, or less costly than assembly or production in another

country, there may be other factors that should be accounted for that cannot

be quantified; i.e. organizational factors.

The analyses to follow will help a firm decide both which financial as well

as human resources are need for establishment and it is based on the results

from the environmental analysis. Before discussing these two categories, I

feel it is first important that the firm is clear as to why it is looking into the

establishment of an assembly plant. This following section on reasons for
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establishment will pave the way for the financial and organizational

discussions to come.

3.3.1 Reasons for Establishment

There are several different reasons as to why corporations may choose to

start up an assembly plant in a new area. Some of these reasons may be

industry specific, while others may depend on geographical aspects.

However, the desire to start up a new plant is not a sufficient motive on its

own. Hence, the motive(s) must be achievable and should match a firm’s

long-term goals and capabilities. Key questions are what are the company’s

visions, and goals, and does the company have the necessary resources (in

terms of machinery, personnel, finance, etc.) to expand?107 (These

questions will be answered as part of a company profile).

Below is a list of different reasons as to why firms may choose to start up

an assembly plant in Saudi Arabia. The list is actually an edited

compilation of different authors’108 reasons for expanding internationally; I

have chosen here to present the reasons that I feel may be applicable for

firms choosing assembly in a new country. Establishment reasons are as

follows:

•  To increase efficiency: Certain corporations seeking to attain economies

of scale may opt to expand outside of their local country so as to obtain
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a lower cost per unit or reach a break-even point, and to ultimately gain

a higher profit margin.

•  To exploit comparative advantages: In an attempt to increase efficiency

by exploiting an area’s comparative advantages, companies have often

chosen to expand into certain international areas. Comparative

advantages can include lower production costs due to the area’s lower

wage costs, advanced technological knowledge and advantageous

distribution services.

•  To realize certain competitive advantages which can at length be

utilized in other markets. These may include innovations, new

technologies or unique products.

•  Because of competition: Increased competition at the national level may

force a corporation to look into newer markets.

•  To defend oneself against the competition: Venster and Jarillo109 refer to

certain corporations that have gone to a counterattack against foreign

firms that have penetrated into home markets and subsequently taken

market shares from the home-based corporation. The motive for

international expansion in these cases would be in a manner of speaking

retaliatory.
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•  To integrate different actors involved in a supply chain. One reason for

doing so, according to Casson110 would be to increase assurance of

delivery times and/or quality for customers.

•  To remedy surplus capacity problems in the home country.

•  To remedy idle capacity concerning financial resources and/or

manpower.

•  To diminish various forms of risks: This would be the case for firms

whose home markets contain specific risks, or are highly dependent

upon business market conditions.

•  Because of trends/prestige: certain corporations feel that an

establishment into a certain area is the “thing to do”, or that it will

increase a corporation’s image.

3.3.2 Financial Aspects of Assembly Start-Up

This section deals with the financial factors that tie in with the long-term

goals of a plant. It also offers an alternate way of looking at assembly plant

establishment than Porter’s diamonds model offers; i.e. in this section

lower wage rates in the foreign country are beneficial because they result in

a savings (Porter would state that lower wages could mean less competence

and less productivity). There are several financial advantages and
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disadvantages that may be associated with establishments. The key is to

determine if there are quantifiable savings regarding assembly start-up. A

break-even analysis may help determine if assembly start-up is profitable

or not. Financial advantages (not all quantifiable) may include111:

•  Reduced assembly costs due to lower wage rates

•  Tariff and other barrier related avoidance

•  Lower transportation costs

•  Tax benefits

•  Government grants

•  Potential for increased sales to local authorities

•  Can lead to protection advantages (e.g., patent, governmental)

According to Moberg, the main financial disadvantage associated with

assembly establishment is the large expenditure that accompanies

investment, as well as the financial pressure to break-even. Firms tend to

require that increased sales (that would hopefully accompany

establishment) should cover the variable as well as fixed costs of

investment. The quantifiable investments that need to be made for an

assembly plant include112:

•  Training and education costs of all personnel

•  Costs that accompany transfer of personnel

•  Purchase or rental of a factory

•  Lawyer fees
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•  Registration fees

•  Accounting systems

•  Machinery

•  Business trips

•  Tied-up capital

3.3.3 Organizational Design and Culture

This section deals with the organizational factors that tie in with the long-

term goals of a plant. The reason that I have chosen to include this model in

the thesis is so that a firm can see if there is a match between Saudi

Arabian conditions and company policy for overseas recruitment and

organizational structure. Most of these advantages and disadvantages are

non-quantifiable and are thus difficult to evaluate on the whole. A

discussion regarding organizational aspects is consequently, in my opinion,

a better way to grasp an understanding of this area.

To begin with, Moberg113 points out that cultural adaptation is often

required on the behalf of the non-national firm, this in order to succeed in

the country in question. An important question, however, is whether or not

local or foreign personnel should be employed. Certain advantages

accompanying the transfer of personnel from a firm’s home country

include understood company goals and culture. The disadvantages include

language difficulties, foreign business culture adaptation and costs that

accompany the transfer of personnel and their families to the foreign
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country in question. Advantages that accompany locally employed

personnel include a greater understanding of the business culture, as well as

increased cooperation and motivation due to desired career opportunities at

the established assembly plant. Difficulties include control over how the

plant is run, communication difficulties (between the foreign assembly

plant and the home country organization), and a lack of opportunity for the

home company’s personnel to gain international experience.

Moberg feels that the best way to overcome these differences is to hire

personnel who possess a greater sensitivity towards cultural differences.

The most important person, according to Moberg, is the choice of the CEO

(for the purposes of the assembly this would be a plant manager) for the

foreign establishment. A foreign employed plant manager will have

strengths regarding business culture. A plant manager from the home

country must, according to Moberg, be able to adapt to the local cultural

environment, especially to the way in which an organization is run in a

foreign country.

Perlmutter114 has classified these above-mentioned attitudes towards

organizational employment, plus one additional, into three categories:

ethnocentric, polycentric and geocentric. In short, management at the

ethnocentric firm feel that foreign organizations should be run according to

home-based methods, or that should be given simple tasks. Key personnel

at such firms are recruited from the home country. A polycentric attitude

would take the opposite approach; i.e. the firm feels that foreigners are

difficult to comprehend and that they know their home country and culture
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best. Purlmutter suggests that firms with such attitudes are mainly

concerned with a profit and that organizational routines should be locally

driven.115

A third type of attitude, which is best suited for global firms, is the

geocentric state of mind. A geocentric attitude is world-oriented in that the

firm does not feel that superiority is associated with a nationality, but with

the person in question. The overall ambition is to build an organization that

is a leader in its community, which is achieved by generating income,

building skills and increasing technology know-how. The organization is to

ultimately focus on worldwide, as well as local, objectives, which is

accomplished by tight communication between the subsidiary and the home

base.116

Perlmutter claims that all firms have varying degrees of ethnocentrism,

polycentrism and geocentrism, but he feels that dominating tendencies

towards one of these attitudes can be found in specific firms or areas. For

example, while Research and development firms are generally more

geocentric, firms in developing countries often have ethnocentric attitudes

towards subsidiary relations; something which Perlmutter feels is a result

of political and economical obstacles, mistrust, or a combination of these.

Perlmutter further feels that the payoffs of geocentrism by far outweigh the

costs and risks that accompany ethnocentrism and polycentrism.117
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In addition to those mentioned above (ref: Moberg), the advantages for

ethnocentrism are a simpler organization with greater control, and a high

rate of communication. The disadvantages include a less flexible response

to local conditions and the loss of key personnel to foreign countries. The

advantages (also in addition to Moberg’s) for polycentrism include the

ability to exploit local markets, better communication between national

distributors and locally employed management and better host government

support. Disadvantages include duplicative work because local assembly is

to be used for local sales and an excessive regard for local as opposed to

global growth. Geocentric advantages are comprised of a complete regard

for and a greater commitment towards worldwide company goals, better

quality products, better usage of global resources and an improvement of

local firm management. Disadvantages include communication, travel and

educational costs, as well as international bureaucracy, which includes the

time spent on global decision-making.118

3.3.3.1 Thoughts Regarding Perlmutter’s Theory

I feel that the major downfall with this theory is the assumption that a firm

has one ‘state-of-mind’. I am of the opinion that certain firms could quite

possibly have conflicting opinions as to which personnel should be used in

a foreign establishment. Certainly, the possibility exists that a group of

executives meets and decides together which personnel would or should be

used at a new international establishment, and that when new executives

are hired at the company new opinions would arise. This last piece of
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evidence is supported by Hellgren’s and Melin’s theory regarding industrial

wisdom, which in short states that it is not a company that harbors a

strategical perspective, but the CEO/plant manager. A new CEO/plant

manager would consequently bring his/her own strategical perspective into

new companies119.

Also, the possibility exists that the ‘state-of-mind’ changes depending on

the market, e.g. a firm may have a polycentric perspective when

establishing in a country that the firm has little knowledge of, and then an

egocentric perspective when establishing in a country with personnel of

little competence. The model also doesn’t take into account that there may

be a joint venture involved; hence, that the decision is made by opposing

state-of-minds. What is important with this model is that it has helped me

to understand how Scania would, for instance, set up its assembly plant, so

that I can compare the environmental conditions in Saudi and determine if

there is a match or a clash.

3.3.4 Assembly Plant Goals

In line with the above theories regarding competitive advantages,

organizational factors, as well as the introductory reasons for assembly

plant establishment, the following theory challenges managers of firms to

consider what the goals are with foreign based factories, in this case

assembly plants. Firms may have many different goals for their plants.

Perhaps the reason for establishment is to take advantage of tariff and trade
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concessions, less expensive labor or reduced logistic costs. Alternatively,

firms may adopt a different attitude towards these factories; one in which

firms get more out of the factories because they expect more. Firms may

accordingly see an establishment as not just an assembly plant, but as a

means of getting closer to suppliers, and/or recruiting skilled and talented

personnel120.

The reasoning is in line with Perlmutter’s above, the basic reason being that

a firm can see an assembly plant establishment as being a contribution to its

worldwide organization. According to Ferdows firms have increasingly

been expecting more from their foreign establishments because of three

factors. Two of these factors, I feel, are relevant for assembly plants121:

1. Declining world tariffs have lessened the significance for foreign

establishments that have primarily been set up so as to overcome trade

barriers. Declining world tariffs in South American and Asian countries

have prompted a number of nations to close down their assembly plants.

2. The increasing sophistication of global products, along with the

meaningfulness of premium suppliers, have caused fewer firms to

search for factory establishments in low wage areas, but in areas of

product expertise. Furthermore, Ferdows considers that cheap labor

does not always lead to greater profit. On the contrary, unskilled labor

may be less productive and consequently lead to higher labor costs after

productivity adjustments.
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Ferdows feels that factories can have many different strategic roles that are

dependent upon their unique history and the challenges available. Ferdows

has divided the factories into six categories, two of which have the tasks of

exporting products. Even though export is not in focus for the thesis, I still

feel that these two types of factories can be analyzed in such a way that

they’re geared towards import. The six types of factories (shown in figure

3.4 below) are122:

Offshore factories: are primarily established to gain advantage over lower

wages or production costs. Ferdows mentions that one of the main purposes

with such factories is to further export the produced items. I have not taken

this into account for the purpose of this thesis, but have just considered that

the plant is low-cost oriented. Innovative goals do not normally accompany

such factories, and the work is fairly routine and centrally planned.

Investments in technical and managerial resources are generally minimal.

Source factories: are offshore upgrades, and also established with low

wages in mind, but the factory usually possesses a specific competence

allowing the firm to develop and/or produce a product that can be of global

use for the organization.

Server factories: are specifically established to serve local customers. They

are generally established to overcome tariff barriers, as well as to reduce

taxes, assembly costs and foreign-exchange fluctuations. Server factories

may be given additional tasks that offshore factories are not, such as minor
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product modifications to fit local conditions. Competence in such a factory

is, however, very limited.

Contributor factories: server factory upgrades, also serve local markets,

but are in addition responsible for product customization, process

improvements or product development.

Outpost factories: are established in order to gain access to collect specific

knowledge or skills regarding advanced suppliers, competitors, customers

or research laboratories. In addition, outpost factories commonly serve as

server, or offshore factories.

Lead factories: or outpost factory upgrades, are established in order to gain

access to a competence that can innovate and create new products or

processes for a firm.

              High

       Site
Competence

              Low
    

             Access to low-      Access to skills            Proximity to
            cost production            and knowledge                market

Figure 3.4 The Roles of Foreign Factories; Ferdows, 1997, pg. 77
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Ferdows challenges managers to ask the following questions123:

1. What is the primary strategic reason for factory location? (compare with

“reasons for establishment”, section 3.3.1)

2. What range of activities can be accomplished at the factory?

3. What future role would management like the factory to have? This

could be dependent upon changing environmental factors or a

reassessment of company goals.

Ferdows suggests that firms expecting more from their foreign

establishments should plan to make a vertical move in the above matrix. A

horizontal move would create a substantial change of a firm’s organization

and machinery, for example. Ferdows provides the reader with a practical

guide for vertical improvement, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis

(because it deals with new establishments). The main point here is that

firm’s should be well aware of the long-term goals of assembly plant

establishment and take into consideration environmental factors that could

affect the significance of the assembly plant.124
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4 Empirical Results

4.1 Introduction

This chapter contains the empirical findings of the completed study. The

information that follows is a result of a combination of interviews and

discussions, observations, and gathered material from different sources,

such as company and government publications and the Internet (as noted

earlier, for a list of the questions posed to the interviewees please see

appendix A). Those that provided the primary information for this chapter

(the interviewees) include Scania executives in Sweden and many Saudi

Arabia sources, such as executives and representatives from Scania’s

distributor (GCC) and its parent company (The Olayan Group), Mercedes,

Volvo, Coca-Cola, Colgate-Palmolive, Saudi Arabian government officials,

and truck buyers (for a list of those interviewed please see appendix B).

The information that follows consists of my interpretations of how others

perceive their environments. My thoughts and reflections regarding the

results will be presented in the succeeding chapter. I have done my best to

try and free myself of opinion in this chapter; I have, however, chosen to

augment certain areas of the chapter with my own thoughts. In these

instances, I have done my best to make it clear that the thoughts are mine.

This chapter is divided into two main areas. The first part of the chapter

begins with a short presentation of the thesis’s case study object, Scania. In

addition to providing background information on Scania, the presentation
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serves the purpose of covering many aspects mentioned in the theoretical

platform. For example, the information provided will help show if Scania’s

long-term goals coincide with the reasons for examining business

opportunities in Saudi Arabia. Also, I find it important to see if the

company has the necessary resources that are required for establishing in

Saudi. The chapter’s second section provides information regarding the

Saudi Arabian environment.

4.2 Business Profile

Except where noted, all information in the beginning sections (4.2.1 to

4.2.4) has been gathered from Scania brochures125, as well as from the

company’s Intranet system; i.e. Scania’s internal computer communications

network. The remaining sections (4.2.5 and 4.2.6) contain information

gathered primarily from interviews and discussions, as well as statistical

information that was provided by the OCB division in Södertälje, Sweden

and the GCC in Saudi Arabia.

4.2.1 Background

Scania CV AB was founded in 1891 in Sweden. Early achievements for the

company included bicycle manufacturing, as well as the country’s first

automobile powered by a combustion engine. During the twentieth century,
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Scania found its niche within the commercial vehicle market producing

both heavy trucks and buses. Today (mid 2001), Scania still has a major

concentration in these two areas, but also produces custom-made industrial

and marine engines. Scania’s focus on heavy truck and bus segments has

led to the company being one of the world’s top four leading manufactures

in these areas.

Scania develops, manufactures and distributes heavy trucks for the

purposes of long-distance and construction haulage. Presently, Scania has

an 8.4 percent market share in the heavy truck market, which is defined by

a truck weight of 16 or more tons (Class 8). Scania has its headquarters and

the majority of production in Sweden, but Scania also has operations in

over one hundred countries worldwide. In fact, over 95 percent of Scania’s

vehicle sales take place outside of Scania’s home country. Scania has

approximately 27,000 employed around the globe. Scania’s status as a

global corporation is further indicated by the fact that the company

presently has cooperating production and assembly facilities in almost 20

countries worldwide. The majority of Scania’s trucks (approximately 77

percent during the year 2000) are sold in Europe; in fact, nine of the ten top

largest markets for Scania are found in European countries. With just under

13 percent, Scania’s second largest market is Latin America.

Svenska Volkswagen, a company that both Scania and Volkswagen AG

each own 50 percent of, owns 34 percent of the voting power and 18.7

percent of Scania’s capital shares, making it Scania’s largest shareholder.

Volvo, one of Scania’s two main competitors, owns 30.8 percent of the

votes and 46 percent of capital in Scania, making the company the largest
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owner in terms of capital126. With 15.3 percent of the votes and 9.1 percent

of capital shares, Investor AB is Scania’s third largest owner. Scania stock

shares can be traded on the OM Stockholm, New York and London Stock

Exchanges.

4.2.2 A Successful Corporation

Scania proudly boasts that it is one of the most profitable companies in its

sector. This has even been the case during periods of negative market

trends. In fact, Scania has turned a profit each and every year during the

past seven decades. Scania’s success may be attributed to a few factors.

One factor that has already been mentioned is the company’s focus on

heavy transport vehicles. Another factor that has contributed to Scania’s

financial success is the company’s focus on long-termed growth markets,

such as Asia, as well as Central and South America.

One factor that Scania has benefited from is the company’s global, modular

system. My impression is that this is where Scania’s core competence lies.

Scania’s modular system is a production method that is based on a range of

standardized components. A system with standardized, interchangeable

parts means fewer parts in Scania’s production process. According to those

I’ve spoken with, Scania’s modular system is unique in that Scania has

fewer parts in their vehicles as compared to its competitors. Fewer

production parts results in many benefits for Scania. To start off with, it

means that Scania is able to keep its production costs at a minimum. In

addition, because the modular system’s parts are interchangeable, Scania

                                          
126 According to a European Commission decision, Volvo may not exercise its shares to
influence the Scania.
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can offer vehicles that meet the needs of a variety of customers.

Furthermore, the modular system means Scania’s distributors can keep

supply stocks at a minimum.

Strong dedication to customer service is extremely important for Scania.

The focus in this area is clearly defined in the company vision and its

mission statement:

Company Vision

Scania shall be the leading company in its industry by creating

lasting value for its customers, employees, shareholders and other

stakeholders.

Scania’s Mission Statement

Scania’s mission is to supply its customers with high-quality vehicles

and services related to the transport of goods and passengers by

road. By focusing on customer needs, Scania shall create value-

added for the customer to grow with sustained profitability. Scania

thereby generates shareholder value.

Scania’s industrial operations specialize in developing and

manufacturing vehicles, which shall lead the market in terms of

performance, life-cycle cost, quality and environmental

characteristics.
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Scania’s commercial operations, which include importers,

distributors and service points, shall supply customers with optimal

equipment and aftersales support that provides maximum availability

at minimum cost over the service life of their vehicles.

One aspect that appears above is quality. I’ve come across the words “high

quality” from time to time while reading about Scania, as well as during

interviews and discussions. Scania feels that their trucks are of the highest

quality and although they may offer one the most expensively priced

alternatives, Scania feels that their trucks provide the highest customer

value in the long run. Supporting this claim is the fact that since its start,

Scania has produced close to one million vehicles and nearly half of these

are still running today. Also, Scania claims that their trucks are of higher

quality because in the long run, their operation costs (energy usage,

maintenance costs) are the lowest in the industry. Finally, Scania assures

that all of its parts are of high quality by requiring that all suppliers are

ISO-9001 certified.

One aspect that can be found above is Scania’s commitment to the

environment. On a yearly basis Scania invests in environmental target

programs, which for example include energy and resource reduction per

unit, as well as reduced production material waste and pollution emissions.

Approximately 90 percent of a truck’s total weight is recyclable and all

material in Scania trucks and buses are labeled. Scania future goals include

the production of a 100 percent recyclable truck, as well as the reuse of all

utilized material. And finally, as with quality, Scania requires all its

suppliers to have an ISO-14001 certified environmental management

system.
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4.2.3 Financial Information

As noted earlier, Scania is a very profitable company. The year 2000

resulted in the company’s highest sales volume ever, with sales reaching

almost 54 billion SEK (an increase of almost 15 percent from 1999). The

company also had an operating margin of 10.2 percent for Scania products,

- giving Scania the highest profitability in the industry. Scania attributes its

operating margin growth to increased sales, higher productivity and lower

warranty expenses. Scania’s net income had increased from 1,943 million

SEK in 1997 to 3,080 million SEK in 2000 (see chart below). Scania

investment in research and development had also increased from 1,168 to

1,621 million SEK. The chart below, taken from Scania’s annual reports in

1999 and 2000, shows some of the key financial ratios during the course of

the past four years for the company.Despite measures to cut costs and

improve efficiency, profits for 2001 are expected to decrease127. Due to a

decrease in demand for trucks, Scania plans on laying off 1,200 employees

in Sweden, France and the Netherlands.

 
Ratio   2000          1999           1998           1997

Earnings per share, SEK 15.40 15.75 11.25 9.70
ROE (return on shareholder equity), % 21.6 25.1 20.7 20.2
Capital turnover rate, times 1.98 1.90 2.09 1.89
Equity/assets ratio, % 26.5 26.0 26.5 27.0
Net income, million SEK 3080 3,146 2,250 1,943

Table 4.1 Key Financial Rations; Scania’s Annual Report 1999, 2000

                                          
127 http://news.excite.com/news/r/010426/05/autos-scania, 2001
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4.2.4 Organizational Information

According to company executives, Scania is a relatively decentralized

organization. Despite the large number of employees at the company, there

are only about seven hierarchical levels spanning from the CEO to the

customer. This chain of command is, according to Scania, lower than that

of its competitors.

Scania’s organization is divided into six main divisions, which are as

follows: Executive Board, Corporate Units, Corporate Sectors, Business

Units, Production Facilities, and Associated Companies. As noted in the

introductory chapter, this thesis was written on the behalf of Scania’s OCB

and ODK divisions in Södertälje Sweden. The OCB (Africa and Middle

East) division falls under the Sales and Marketing division of the

aforementioned main division Corporate Sectors. The ODK (Assembly

Projects) division falls under the Sales and Engineering’s Europe and

Overseas division of the main division Corporate Sectors.

4.2.5 Scania in Saudi Arabia

4.2.5.1 The GCC

Scania is represented in Saudi Arabia by the GCC (General Contracting

Company). The GCC is responsible for the marketing and sales of Scania

trucks, as well as other products, and is just one of many divisions that fall

under the Olayan Group. As with most Saudi Arabian conglomerates, the

Olayan Group is a family owned and run business. According to Saudi
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Arabian law, businesses that choose to export their products into the

country must do so via a Saudi Arabian representative. I have been

informed that it is very difficult for a foreign company to end a contract

with its present distributor (e.g., in order to change distributors) and can

only do so if both partners are in complete agreement. Once a foreign

business is granted an industrial license in the country it will be given the

rights to set up its own sales division (establishment procedures, as well as

advantages and disadvantages will follow the second half of this chapter).

4.2.5.2 Market Shares

The Middle East, which is comprised of 11 different geographical markets,

is one of Scania’s smallest markets in the world today. During the year

2000, Middle East truck sales contributed to just over one percent of

Scania’s worldwide sales. With approximately 40 percent of total trucks

sold, Saudi Arabia is the largest potential market in the Middle East for all

truck manufactures.

With approximately 24 competitors during the past ten years (ten of which

are active today), Saudi Arabia is one of the most intensive truck markets

in which Scania is active. Because of the intense competition, the market

prices in Saudi Arabia are the lowest in of all Arabian countries, and,

together with Australia, the lowest in the world. The market is represented

today according to graph (below). The graph shows that Mercedes is the

market leader and that Scania ranks sixth of the seven competitors.

Presently, Mercedes and Volvo have assembly facilities in Saudi Arabia,
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both of which are located in the same city. Mercedes established their plant

in 1978 and Volvo in 1999.

The companies in the graph below are composed of Scania’s competitors

according to Scania. Scania sees its competitors as being those who

manufacture a high quality heavy truck and with customers seeking after-

sales support. These market share statistics are based on sales from the past

ten years (to account for the life cycle of a truck) for new trucks, and are

based on figures that are supplied by the different industry manufacturers,

because there is no vehicle administration information available from Saudi

authorities.

RENAULT
4,9%

VOLVO
13,8%

IVECO 
(W/AST)

8,8%

MAN
8,9%

SCANIA
4,2%

DAF
3,0%

MERCEDE
S

56,4%

Figure 4.1 Saudi Arabian Heavy Truck Market Shares
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4.2.5.3 Customer Attitudes of  Heavy Trucks

The graph below shows customer preferences when considering the

purchase of a heavy truck, as well as how the top competitors rate. The

results are from a 1998 survey, and I have opted to only include four of the

major truck manufacturers because I felt that results regarding the

remainder of the truck companies were only based on views from either

one or two candidates.

Figure 4.2 Customer Preferences

The results show that Scania is lagging when it comes to the areas of spare

parts availability and price, as well as warranty coverage. The survey also

shows that Scania markets a more qualitative truck in comparison to its

competitors. The results may not be considered accurate as they are three
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years old, and the outcome of the results have prompted Scania and the

GCC to work on spare parts availability and after sales service (others

changes may have also occurred that could affect the relevance of the

graph). Scania feels that the reason that its warranty rating is low is because

the company has changed its warranty coverage policy from two years to

one (customers have also complained about this). I have elected not to

include operating costs in the graph (which was one of the most important

factors), because survey results showed that customers misinterpreted its

meaning.

To check the reliability of this survey, I asked sales representatives and

customers which factors they considered to be of importance when

purchasing new trucks. Furthermore, I asked why customers chose to buy,

or not to buy Scania trucks. The customers that I asked were both faithful

and non-faithful Scania truck buyers. I did not interview any prospective

candidates, but instead relied on the information that I received from sales

representatives. Some of the answers that I received were in lines with the

survey results. However, I spoke to many people that had completely

different answers; the reason being that they have different preferences and

needs. The answers that I received (which do not coincide with survey

results) were as follows:

•  For transporters, Scania is too expensive. Even if the product may

outlast other trucks and consequently be less expensive in the long run,

these customers think of the short run when buying trucks because the

transport market is highly competitive and very unstable, which means

that these companies may not be around in ten years.
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•  Scania does not have a good approach when negotiating prices with the

customer. Scania has had a “take it or leave it” attitude, and needs to

win customers through the power of negotiation.

•  Scania needs to be committed to the provision of quality training for its

customers’ drivers. This is because Scania’s trucks are too advanced to

operate for low-paid, expatriate drivers.

•  One customer stated that he was not concerned with the luxurious cab

that Scania trucks have; i.e. customers are not always concerned with

driver comfort because the decision-maker and driver are seldom one-

in-the-same person.

•  Image. “The Scania image is important to me.”

•  The hooks and mudflaps on Scania’s trucks could be better adapted for

the Saudi Arabian environment.

•  Scania trucks do not meet up to the proper specifications required for

specific businesses.

•  With a large fleet, certain customers would like to do their own

maintenance (Scania wants the after sales business).

•  One customer mentioned that ‘Scania’ doesn’t do anything extra/special

for him; i.e. Scania relies on the GCC to take care of the relationship

with the customer. In the customer’s eyes, they are buying a Scania and
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not a GCC product, and would accordingly appreciate a closer

relationship with Scania.

One point that everyone was in agreement on was that of all truck brands,

Scania’s quality is superior. Conversely, Scania’s high price was one of the

most common complaints that I received. I am told that price is a very

important factor to consider for Saudi Arabia customers; the reason being

that the majority of buyers do not consider trucks to be investments, but

instead commodities. Approximate prices (in Saudi Arabian riyals) of

similar modeled trucks appear below128.

Scania: SR 195,000-200,000

Mercedes: SR 190-195,000

Volvo: SR 181-185,000

MAN: SR 180-185,000

I also asked customers, as well as sales personnel that have much contact

with customers, how a locally assembled Scania truck would influence the

customer’s purchasing decision. I received the following responses:

•  Some customers feel that local assembly/production shows that Scania

is committed to the market; i.e. the product will be available long-term.

•  If it were to cut delivery time on special orders (which is presently three

months - mainly due to transportation time), then certain customers

would buy Scania. According to my discussions with Scania, it would
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be difficult to say if the delivery time would be shortened. As it is now,

many of trucks sold in Saudi today are already found in the country,

because they are ordered according to sales forecasts. Customers with

special orders would be subject to approximately the same delivery time

as they are today because a standardized kit would have to be shipped to

the assembly plant (see more in next section on CKD; 4.2.6.1).

•  For most customers, locally assembled products would not be

considered to be of the same quality standards as Western products.

Because of this, there may be a “wait and see” period, where customers

will want others to gamble while they wait for feedback regarding

quality. Another scenario would be that the customer would

automatically expect a price reduction because he/she would feel that

the quality of the product is not the same. Several people refereed to an

example of when Sony started to assemble VCRs in Malaysia. There

was an immediate expectation of price reduction, because customers

placed the Malaysian Sony in another category - comparing it with

Samsung, for example. Customers still bought it, and although some

even considered the quality to be better than Japanese VCRs, they still

felt that the two products belonged in different categories.

There is a possibility that the local authorities could require local painting

of the cabs (this will be explained more thoroughly in section 4.2.6.1). I

asked how customers would respond to this. Some felt that locally painted

trucks would be of lesser quality, while others felt that it gave them the

option of purchasing a truck in the color of their choice, within a shorter

                                                                                                                           
128 Note: Scania lists their truck prices in Saudi riyals, the other companies do so in
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time frame. As it is now, all trucks that are shipped to Saudi are white, so

customers can easily repaint the truck if they wish to do so.

4.2.5.4 Other Information Regarding Competitors

I wanted to understand what competition among truck manufacturers was

based on and found out the following pieces of information (some

information is repeated from earlier):

Mercedes: Mercedes was first in Saudi and many people might buy

Mercedes because of tradition; i.e. Saudis are easily influenced by what

others in the family or within the same cultural status buy. Mercedes’

distributor, Juffali & Brothers, is also very reputable, which may influence

Saudis to buy their trucks. Mercedes has been in Saudi for so many years,

and at one time had a market share twice as large as they do today. Because

of the amount of trucks in circulation, a ‘pirate’ market for Mercedes spare

parts was developed. Finally, Mercedes does not keep track of their

customers in the same way that Scania does; i.e. that they do not actively

work on after sales in the same respect as Scania.

Volvo: Since the opening of its assembly plant, Volvo has decreased its

truck prices by SR 10-15000. I have been told that the quality of Volvo’s

paint is no longer of the same quality now when it’s painted in Saudi.

                                                                                                                           
euros
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MAN: I have been told that MAN has recently decreased its truck prices

and that the quality of MAN’s trucks is not considered to be nearly as good

as Scania’s, Mercedes’ or Volvo’s. One observation that I made regarding

the marketing of Scania trucks is that MAN is actively marketing their

products on billboards throughout Saudi Arabia. I asked the GCC about

Scania marketing campaigns and was told that Scania does very little in

terms of marketing. While all of the other distributors had impressive

showrooms for their trucks in Riyadh, I didn’t even notice a single truck on

display – only a GCC sign that included the “Scania” name among GCC

products. When I spoke to the GCC about this, I was informed it is the

brand owner that has the responsibility of increasing brand awareness

(hence, Scania). However, Scania representatives explained that the

marketing of Scania trucks is a GCC responsibility.

Although this is not a marketing-oriented thesis, I was still curious to find

out just how common marketing is in Saudi Arabia. According to statistics

presented in Middle East Planning and Management129, advertising

expenditures for the Middle East was at 0.6 percent of the GNP in 1998,

and that the figures were even lower at the Saudi level. Comparison

statistics for the same year show that North America and Europe spent

approximately 43 percent, receptively 30 percent, of their GNP on

advertising. Other information that I found to be of interest in the article

was that most of Saudi Arabian advertising takes place via satellite TV, and

that Middle Eastern media rates are among he lowest in the world.

                                          
129 Al Jedail, 2000
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4.2.6 Scania’s Assembly Policy

4.2.6.1 Why establish?

In order to understand why and how Scania usually sets up assembly

plants, I had discussions with a few executives (from different departments

within Scania) that have previously been involved with assembly plant start

up. The information that follows is a result of the conversations that I had

with these people.

In general, Scania has usually set up assembly plants because of political

and financial reasons. One politically associated reason as to why Scania

has set up assembly plants has been due to the fact that government

officials have required that a facility must be locally established if a

corporation intends on selling trucks in the country. Scania executives have

stated that government officials may require local assembly for one or more

reasons. For example officials may be trying to create jobs for their

inhabitants, to protect or develop their own industries, or they may have

hopes of not depleting their foreign currency reserves. For Scania, the

decision to set up assembly plants in such countries has been contingent

upon sales volumes; i.e. a large enough sales volume must be achieved so

as to cover the costs of investment.

In most cases, the reason that Scania has set up assembly plants in foreign

countries has been due to the fact that these countries have had high import

duties. Thus, the establishment of an assembly plant has been a way for

Scania to import the components to be assembled free of, or with a

reduction of duties. In these cases, Scania has gone by a “rule-of-thumb”

when determining whether assembly plant establishment is feasible or not.
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This rule-of-thumb maintains that it is not economically justifiable to start

up a local assembly plant with customs duties below a certain percentage,

which is what Scania signifies as a break-even point.

To determine if assembly is feasible or not, the company usually calculates

the net present values of its assembly alternatives. The calculation is based

on forecasted sales and is a comparison of the total costs of trucks,

dependent upon if they are shipped in whole (CBU; i.e. completely built

up) or shipped partially assembled, to later be assembled in the country in

question (CKD; i.e. completely knocked down). Full customs duties are

paid on CBU trucks and CKD would receive a reduction in these fees.

There may be different degrees of CKD, these depending upon government

requirements. If local governments have no restraints, then Scania chooses

to send its truck dissembled into as few pieces as possible. In such

instances, Scania would, for example, send its cabs fully painted and

assembled. Governments may require anything from cabs being painted to

doors being fitted in the country in question; the reasoning behind this is, as

noted earlier, to create jobs for local inhabitants.

The main reasons as to why Scania does not take a liking to the local

assembly alternative is because of the costs involved. Investment costs and

the relocation of key personal are two major costs. One investment cost that

is very expensive is that which accompanies the painting of cabs (because

of investments related to building space and machinery, e.g. an oven).

Scania would therefore like to avoid this investment cost if possible. Also, I

have been told that another reason as to why assembly isn’t advantageous

is that in actuality, there is no need to establish assembly plants because

there is idle capacity at the production facilities in Sweden, or elsewhere
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for that matter. As one executive put it, the problem is never supply, just

demand.

Finally, I asked what the long-term goals are with assembly plants and

received the answer that assembly is only a short-term goal. Eventually,

Scania would prefer to return to sales via CBU, or expect an industrial

activity to be performed at the plant. What Scania would prefer in the long

run would be to have an assembly plant that would benefit its organization

on a global scale. To meet these expectations, there would have to be a

supply chain network available so that manufacturing at the plant could be

possible.

4.2.6.2 How and When to Establish

When I asked how Scania usually sets up and runs its assembly plants, I

was told that the company has a CKD team that moves around from

country to country, and that this team would be scheduled to move into

Saudi Arabia when the time permits. This team would help to get the plant

up and running; i.e. make sure that equipment operates properly, workers

are educated, etc. I asked how long it would take for a plant to be up and

running if this study showed assembly plant establishment to be feasible. I

was informed that it usually takes between one and two years from the

point of decision to start-up a plant. The time frame depends on whether or

not there are delays with local authorities, if a building is available, if the

painting of cabs is required, and how much work is done in advance.
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When I asked if there were any preferences as to who would run the plant, I

was told that the decision is rather complex and would be judged on a case

by case basis. The decision takes into account a number of parameters;

these are:

1. If the company owns the plant (fully or partially) or if it outsources the

work. I was informed that if the plant were Scania owned then the plant

manager would most likely be a Scania executive. The reason that I was

given is that Scania is very concerned with the quality of their trucks;

therefore, the appointed manager would have to be someone that knows

Scania inside out. However, I was also informed that because the cost

for a displaced manager is so high, that a transferred plant manager

would most likely be stationed in Saudi Arabia until this person is fully

confident that a replacement manager is prepared to take over.

2. The degree of available competent personnel in the country. In instances

when an outsider had been hired as a plant manager, Scania felt quite

confident that quality would be assured. I have been told that the

appointment a local manager would not be acceptable in certain Asian

countries. This is because that although Scania deems their quality

standards as being low, the Asians feel that their production quality is

superior.

3. How complicated the work is; i.e. if there’s some degree of production

involved.

4. The volume of trucks to be produced/assembled.
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In sum, the appointment of a plant manager is decided on a case by case

basis, and that there is no set policy as to whom would be appointed.

4.2.6.3 Why Saudi?

I asked why Scania has been considering assembly plant establishment in

Saudi Arabia. I was provided with the following background information:

1. Reason number one - Market Shares:

Scania wants to be a main contender in all of its markets. Scania executives

feel that if the corporation can maintain a 15 percent market share in

Europe, then the same should be obtainable in Saudi Arabia (Scania’s

present market share is 4.2 percent). One executive stated that if the

company cannot be one of the main long-term contenders (presumably the

top three), then maybe Scania should consider withdrawing from the

market. Good examples of this are the North American and Japanese

markets, markets that Scania has chosen to withdraw from.

2. Reason number two – Competitor activity:

Scania’s main competitors on a worldwide basis are Mercedes and Volvo,

and both of these companies presently have assembly plants in Saudi.

MAN, one of the newest companies in the Saudi Arabian market has also

been looking into the matter of assembly. MAN has a relatively high

market share (approximately 9 %), and has increased its market shares
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exceptionally during the past few years (which can be discerned in table 4.2

below).

I have been told that Scania had previously looked into the matter of

assembly and that the personnel involved with assembly establishments in

the Middle East have been under the assumption that it is not economically

feasible to set up assembly in this area. For one thing, Scania doesn’t feel

like there is any growth potential in the market because the sales of heavy

trucks has tapered off during the past few years to about 2500 trucks per

year (see table below). Scania personnel have also previously calculated

that the local import duties for CBU trucks are too low for CKD to be

profitable. If it is not economically feasible, then Scania would like to

know why Volvo had made the decision to start up An assembly plant and

why MAN is also looking into this matter. In short, Scania would like to

know if its competitors know something that Scania doesn’t.

Company        Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
SCANIA 175 145 147 156 59 56 36 79 111 70
RENAULT 352 227 133 80 22 90 19 35 105 141
VOLVO 697 463 622 441 165 126 255 226 208 206
IVECO (W/AST) 324 253 112 115 270 89 53 321 258 389
MAN 204 139 107 102 44 150 444 392 337 286
MERCEDES 2632 2146 1308 1523 894 737 1053 1300 788 1551
DAF 133 85 0 7 36 124 130 74 55 86
Total 4517 3458 2429 2424 1490 1372 1990 2427 1862 2729

Table 4.2 Heavy Trucks Sales 1991-2000
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4.3 The Business Environment in Saudi Arabia

As with the presentation of Scania, the following section not only provides

answers to many of the theoretical platform’s PEST analysis

factors/questions, but also acts as an informational background to Saudi

Arabia. This information does not necessarily follow the order of points

taken up in the PEST analysis; instead, information follows in a more

“natural” order; i.e. from basic to more complex, in-depth information. The

information provided is a combination of facts and figures from secondary

sources, as well as interview material.

4.3.1 Background/Geographical factors

In this section, several references will be made to Saudi Arabian

surroundings and cities. To help the reader get better acquainted with the

areas to be mentioned in this part of the chapter, I have included a map of

Saudi Arabia below130.

Saudi Arabia, more formally known as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (and

locally known as Al Mamlakah al Arabiyah as Suudiyah), is the largest of

countries on the Arabian Peninsula. Saudi Arabia is approximately 830,000

square miles (2 million square kilometers) in size.

                                          
130 http://www.saudinf.com/main/map.htm, 2001
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Figure 4.3 Map of the Middle East; http://www.saudinf.com/main/map.htm, 2001

The country is bordered on the north by Jordan, Iraq and Kuwait, the east

by Qatar, The United Arab Emirates and the Persian Gulf (known as the

Arabian Gulf in Saudi), the west by the Red Sea, and the south by Oman

and Yemen.131

Riyadh is the capital of Saudi Arabia. Saudi is comprised of 13 provinces

and the country has five major geographical regions. These are132:

•  The great Rub al Khali: a sand desert taking up the entire

south/southeast area.

                                          
131 http://www.swedishtrade.se/saudiarabien/, 2001;
http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/sa.html#Intro), 2001;
http://www.us-saudi-business.org/basic.htm, 2001
132 Levey and Greenhall, 1983
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•  The Nejd: an enormous, infertile plateau situated in the center of Saudi

and stretches out to the northeast.

•  The Hejaz and Asir: a mountainous area that runs parallel to the coastal

plain along the Red Sea, and which gradually increases in elevation.

•  The Eastern Province: the location of Saudi’s rich oil reserves situated

along the Persian Gulf.

4.3.2 Climate/Natural Resources/Land Usage

The climate in Saudi Arabia varies according to region. The Red Sea area’s

climate is sub-equatorial, and coastal cities are often subjected to high

humidity. The central region is classified as being harsh, dry, and desert-

like with extreme temperature differences. The desert areas, which cover

more than 50 percent of the total area of Saudi Arabia, are subjected to

frequent sand and dust storms133. According to information that I’ve

received in Saudi Arabia, weather conditions are an important factor to

consider when temporarily storing goods outdoors to later be assembled. I

was told that the weather conditions in Saudi Arabia are considered to be

severe and that coastal areas can be classified as being extremely severe,

especially at industrial sites.

Saudi Arabia does not have any permanent bodies of waters; nor does it

have any natural rivers. The coastal sea areas provide shipping

opportunities (especially for crude oil). According to 1993 statistics, there

were 4,350 square kilometers of irrigated land, the majority of which is
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used for pastures. Only about two percent of the land in Saudi Arabia is

fertile and approximately one percent consists of forests and woodland. The

eastern region is home to the richest oil, and the fourth largest gas reserves

in the world. The mountains that are located in the western part of Saudi

Arabia are extremely rich in minerals, such as limestone, gypsum, and

sand. Recently (May 2001) millions of tons of new high quality silica

deposits, used in glass manufacturing, ceramics, abrasives, chemical, and

construction industries, were discovered in Saudi. The Kingdom’s annual

needs of silica are estimated to be about 600,000 tons134. Other major

natural resources include iron ore, gold, and copper.135

Major industries that have derived from the above resources include crude

oil production, petroleum refining, basic petrochemicals, cement,

construction, fertilizer, as well as a major plastics industry. Saudi Arabia’s

primary exports consist of petroleum and petroleum products, with Japan,

the United States and Korea as Saudi’s major export partners. Saudi

Arabia’s chief imports include machinery and equipment, foodstuffs,

chemicals, motor vehicles and textiles, and Saudi’s major import partners

are the United Stated, the United Kingdom and Japan.136 According the

Jasimuddin137, The areas that Saudi is lagging behind in are steel and

electronics industries, as well as expertise in the new sciences areas such as

software development, biotechnology, fiber optics, semi-conductors,

telecommunications and industry breakthroughs.

                                          
134 http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=2133, 2001
135 Levey and Greenhall, 1983
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4.3.3 Infrastructure/National Investment/Technological Factors

According to Scania personnel, there are three principle cities concerning

areas of business in Saudi Arabia; these areas are Riyadh, Jeddah and the

Eastern Province, which includes Dammam and Al-Kohbar (refer to map

above). Roads cover approximately 45,000 km of the Kingdom’s surface,

and in my opinion, these roads are extremely well built and maintained.

There is a main road connecting the three major cities and also a railroad

that runs in between the eastern region and Riyadh. I have been told that

plans for more railroad connections are underway, but nothing has been

firmly established as of yet. The distances between the cities follow:

between Riyadh and the Eastern province: 300 kilometers. Between Riyadh

and Jeddah: 900 kilometers.

Major flights run regularly between all three destinations with the carrier

Saudi Arabian Airlines. There are also 22 regional airports in the country.

The major ports in the Kingdom are Jeddah, Dammam, Yanbu, Jubail,

Jizan, and Rabigh, with Jeddah’s and Dammam’s being classified as state-

of-the-art138. Both of these ports are also free trade zones, and Saudi is

looking into the matter of establishing a free trade zone in Yanbu too139.

Both Mercedes and Volvo have their assembly facilities in Jeddah, the

reason being that in addition to being a major port and city, Jeddah is also

one of the first ports of entries for shipping vessels entering through the

Suez canal (at the North of the Red Sea).

                                                                                                                           
137 Jasimuddin, 2001
138 Levey and Greenhall, 1983; http://www.us-saudi-business.org/basic.htm
139 http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=2161; 2001
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Saudi Arabia may be classified as a third world country140, but according to

my observations and discussions, I would say that Saudi’s standard of

living compares to those found in several western societies. The country

has a generation capacity of 20,500 MW of electricity per year, as well as

25 desalination plants with a capacity of 750 million gallons per day. The

country also has the most modern telecommunications and industrial

infrastructure in the Middle East141. I have been told and also observed that

the Internet and mobile phones are widely used and that ATM’s

(Automated Teller Machines) are found with ease throughout the Kingdom.

I have also been told the following infrastructural information: Quality

medical and dental care is found in most major cities and is provided free

of charge. Private medical care is also an alternative. Public education is

provided free at all levels, and there is a wide range of private international

schools too. There are many vocational and specialized universities in the

Kingdom. Examples include the King Fahd University for petroleum and

minerals, which is one of the best in its area in the world, advanced medical

schools and engineering programs, the SABIC Research and Technology

Center, and various research centers in Saudi universities. According to

Brad Bourland, chief economist of the Saudi American Bank (SAMBA),

Saudi needs to meet the needs of its growing population (see next section)

and therefore needs to increase its number of schools, as well as improve

the country’s telecommunications, power, and water facilities142.

                                          
140 Bennett, 1998
141 Jasimuddin, 2001
142 http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=1611, 2001
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When it comes to government investment in research and development,

Saudi Arabia lies just above the Arab nations’ average of 0.2 percent at

0.25 percent per capita. The international average is approximately 1.4

percent143. Saudi Arabia plans to further develop its infrastructure. Some of

the targets for the coming years are highlighted in the economy section, but

specifically the following investment needs have been identified144:

•  $115 billion in electricity by 2023

•  $3 billion in telecommunications by 2005

•  $4 billion per year in petrochemicals until 2020

•  $1.2 billion in a railroad, which will lead to the development of

phosphate deposits

4.3.4 Demographics

Saudi Arabia has a population consisting of 22 million inhabitants145.

Nomadic Bedouins, who make up about 30 percent of the population, earn

their living as farmers. Saudi Arabia has one of the highest population

growth rates in the world146, and increased from about three million in the

1950’s to almost 17 million in 1992. Since then, the population has

increased by 2.5 percent per year and is projected to continue at this rate

(see table, below). Approximately one quarter of the population is

comprised of non-nationals (expatriates). Of these expatriates,

                                          
143 http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=1900, 2001
144 Bashir and Hanware, 2001
145 information is based on a sample survey. The last official census was conducted in
1992; Saudi Commerce and review, 2001
146 Jasimuddin, 2001
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approximately eleven percent are from other Arabic countries, sixteen

percent from other Asian countries and two percent from miscellaneous

countries (U.S.A., U.K., etc.)147.

Population 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Total 16.95 17.55 18.20 19.10 20.00 21.00 21.00 21.40 21.80
Saudi 12.31 13.24 13.20 13.60 14.00 14.50 15.00 15.40 15.80
Non-Saudi 4.64 4.81 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 6.00 6.00 6.00

Table 4.3 Population (in millions): Saudi American Bank statistics

The labor force is comprised of approximately seven million persons (July

1998 est.), with 63 percent engaged in services, 25 percent in industry and

12 percent in agriculture148. According to Pillai (writer in the Saudi

Commerce and Economic Review)149, and also confirmed by interviewees,

there are basically two reasons why there is such a large amount of

expatriate workers in Saudi. First, there has been a shortage of skilled

manpower that has been needed to help build up the infrastructure and to

lead industries in Saudi Arabia. These expatriates are generally recruited

from Western countries, as well as other western Asian countries.

Secondly, there have traditionally been difficulties in employing native

Saudis to take on low-income jobs, such as cleaning and maintenance

work. Expatriates employed for these jobs are generally recruited from

areas in middle and eastern Asia, such as the Philippines.
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4.3.5 Saudization

Approximately 73 percent of the Saudi population is under the age of 29.

This, along with a growing unemployment rate presently at 14 percent

among Saudis and the projected population increase has prompted Saudi

Arabian officials to prepare for unemployment problems in the future for

graduating Saudis. The result is a program that was initiated in 1995, and

which is known as ‘Saudization’. Some steps taken through Saudization

have been150:

•  Business must increase their Saudi staff by five percent per year until a

50 percent quota is reached. New industries start at five percent.

•  Fees for foreign workers’ visas doubled to SR 2000 in June of 1999.

•  Investment in education and training of the Saudi workforce.

•  Efforts to stimulate jobs through foreign investment.

Because of the Saudization plan I have asked companies to explain how

Saudization has affected, or would affect their businesses. Most plant

managers have told me that because assembly is basically a simple task that

can be performed with very little training, they would prefer to hire low-

skilled expatriates than native Saudis. The reasons that I was given are as

follows:

                                          
150 These are according to SAGIA representatives, as well as Bashir and Hanware, 2001.
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•  Expatriate salaries are less expensive (about 50 percent cheaper).

•  Expatriates are basically there to earn money and are of the

understanding that if they are not productive then they will be send back

home (immediately and without pay).

•  Expatriates are more apt to work long shifts, night shifts, as well as

during holidays.

•  Expatriates are more prone to relocate between cities.

•  Expatriates are easier to hire because many Saudis will refuse low-

skilled jobs. In addition, there may be no qualified Saudi available for

an advertised position. A native Saudi is more inclined to acquire skills

and then to move on to another, more attractive job.

I should point out that the above information does not apply to all Saudis.

For example, I have been told that there are several Saudis that are very

willing to work uncomfortable shifts and during the weekends. I also have

read that industries that require advanced workers have had no problems

with the Saudi workforce151. My understanding from reading recent

newspaper articles (from May 2001) is that Saudis are starting to take jobs

that are usually given to expatriates. One article that I read referred to a

supermarket chain that is one of the first companies to Saudi encourage

college students to work in their stores. According to the article, 255 Saudis

have been employed by the chain and that public “can’t hide their surprise

when they encounter a Saudi cashier in a supermarket”152.
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4.3.6 Organizational Aspects

When it comes to organizational processes, I’ve asked several company

executives if certain organizational forms work better than others do, and if

the mixture of Saudis and expatriates has posed any problems. The answers

that I received show that regardless of nationality, there have been few

problems between workers. I have been told that although centralized

management is often preferred, both decentralized and centralized

organizational forms have basically worked problem-free; i.e. both

delegated responsibility with deadlines and strict managerial forms have

worked well. I was also informed that there are no clashes between Islamic

and Buddhist beliefs among workers; in fact, one company executive

mentioned that the company had a few rules that have made life easier; i.e.

no discussions in the workplace regarding religion or politics/the king. I

asked about theft and was told that it is not a problem in the Kingdom.

Severe penalties accompany major theft, and I was told that the locals are

too proud to steal, and the expatriates too afraid. Finally, one work-related

condition that may be of interest is the housing situation in Saudi.

Businesses provide housing, as well as transportation to and from work free

of charge for all employees.

4.3.7 Labor Laws

The Saudi Labor Law controls labor laws in Saudi Arabia153. My

understanding from reading154, as well as from interviews, is that Saudi
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Arabia labor laws require improvement. One reason is because there is no

minimum wage in the Kingdom. Also, although the law states that

wrongfully terminated employees may sue their employers (before the

Preliminary Committee for the Settlement of Labor Disputes), I am told

that these laws seldom work in the favor of the employee. I have also been

told that host companies will not issue a new work visa to unskilled

expatriates if these employees do not completely comply with company

policy. Finally, at the time of interviewing, I was informed that there are no

labor unions in the Kingdom. However, about a month before I handed in

this thesis, I read that for the first time in Saudi history, labor unions would

be allowed for companies employing 100 or more employees. Membership

will only be open to Saudis that are at least 25 years of age and that have

worked for at least two years155.

4.3.8 The Role of Women in the Workforce

The role of women in society is quite unique in Saudi Arabia. Men are

allowed to have up to four wives and single men are not permitted to dine

in the presence of women (restaurants have separate entrances).

Furthermore, women are not allowed to drive, and according to Interior

Minister Prince Naif, this is not likely to change in the very near future156.

When it comes to women’s role in the workforce, I’ve read in Saudi’s

Commerce and Economic Review publication157 that “females are barred
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from most job segments”. Traditionally, women have been employed within

teaching and medical fields, but there are also several women employed in

the banking sector. In total, there are about 215,000 businesswomen in

Saudi Arabia158. I have observed that secretaries in office building are often

expatriate men; however, I have been informed that are female executives

in different branches. This, however, is uncommon. I am told that just as in

restaurants, women need to have their own entrances and areas to work,

which are separate from men. The impression that I received from

interviewees and news articles is that women’s role in society and the

workforce is changing, but that it will take time. When I asked certain men

how they would feel about working with, or for women, the response was

that because of the unusualness, there would have to be an adjustment

period.

4.3.9 Language and the Sharing of Information

The official language of Saudi Arabia is Arabic. Most correspondence with

the government is conducted in Arabic. In order to be legally binding,

documents (such as tax records) must be filed in Arabic. I have experienced

that English is spoken widely in the Kingdom and have been told that this

is mainly in the business community, and which may be due to the large

number of expatriates in the Kingdom.

Regarding expatriates, I asked if these groups met on a regular basis and

shared company information. I was told that there are many different social
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circles that form, and that these are generally formed according to cultural

background; i.e. there are American circles, German circles, Philippine

circles, etc. I further asked if the different competitive companies meet with

each other or share information. I was told that this happens to some

degree; e.g. truck salesmen from different companies in Jeddah meet

periodically, share certain information and know each other fairly well.

4.3.10 Political and Legal factors

4.3.10.1 Government and Legal Structure

Saudi Arabia is monarchial, and has since June 13th, 1982 been ruled by

King and Prime Minister Fahd bin Abd al-Aziz Al Saud. Heir to the thrown

(the monarch is hereditary) is the crown prince and First Deputy Prime

Minister Abdallah bin Abd al-Aziz Al Saud, half-brother to the king. It is

my understanding that the present king is, as of this writing (spring 2001),

very ill and that the crown prince is basically ruling the Kingdom. The

Kingdom has a ‘Council of Ministers’, whose members include many royal

family members159, as well as a legislative branch comprised of a

consultative council of 120 members.

According to those I spoke with, the government is fairly stable; i.e. there

are no threats concerning the push for democracy. I have however been told

that the government is very powerful and that it has not reacted favorably

to public opinion or pressure. I understand that this is progressing; i.e. the
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government has been more responsive towards public opinion. Industry

concerns are not directly addressed to government officials, but to a

representative of one of the ministries that deals with each industry sector.

The effectiveness of these governing bodies will be taken up below (section

on hidden barriers).

4.3.10.2 Legislation

The Kingdom is governed according to Islamic ‘Shari’a’ laws, as well as

Decrees enacted by the Council of Ministers. The Courts base their

decisions on the wording in the Holy Koran (equivalent to the Bible), the

Sunnah (the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad), the consensus of the

‘Ulema’ (religious scholars), and legal conformity. Islamic laws are similar

to western laws in many ways. For example, the burden of proof is on the

plaintiff and there are courts of appeals. Differences include that rulings

issued by judges are not binding in future cases and that the loss of

opportunity money costs are not covered by law160.

I’ve asked several people what the Shari’a law has to say about different

business policies, for example monopoly legislation. The answers that I

received reveal that the monopolistic laws are not presently “clearly

defined” for corporations; i.e. monopoly is allowed. I have also been told

that there are no anti-dumping laws. However, the answers I received also

indicated that the legislation is in the process of changing. The government

has, for example, been deregulating previously government run industries
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and interviewees have described the business climate as being “fair” and in

favor of a free market economy. One interviewee pointed out that

conditions may be getting better as a result of Saudi’s efforts to acquire

WTO membership.

When it comes to environmental legislation, the only information that I

could obtain was that environmental technology products could be

imported into the Kingdom free of duties and trade regulations. There is an

appointed body to handle environmental questions - the Kingdom’s second

deputy prime minister and minister of defense, Prince Sultan Bin Abdul

Aziz, is chairman of the Ministerial Environmental Committee of Saudi

Arabia161. Other information that I read about includes that there are many

programs that have been initiated to preserve the environment. For

example, Saudi Arabia was recently (April 2001) awarded a GCC (Gulf

Cooperation Council) environment prize for a state-of-the-art recycling

plant in Riyadh162. In addition, Saudi Arabia is a party to the following

organizations: Climate Change, Desertification, Endangered Species,

Hazardous Wastes, Law of the Sea, and Ozone Layer Protection.

4.3.11 Economical Conditions

4.3.11.1 Currency/Banking

The currency in Saudi Arabia is the riyal. 1 Saudi riyal (SR) is divided into

100 halalahs. The riyal is officially pegged to the SDR (Special Drawing
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Rights) and is quoted in U.S. dollars. The exchange rate is determined by

the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), and has since June of 1986

been fixed at SR 3.75 per U.S.$1.00. There are no restrictions regarding the

conversion of riyals; neither are there any for transferring money out of the

Kingdom163. The Saudi American Monetary Agency (SAMA) acts as a

central bank that oversees all of the country’s financial business. There are

ten commercial banks with approximately 1300 branches throughout the

Kingdom, most of which have foreign participation. In addition, there are

specialized credit markets with The Saudi Credit bank providing interest-

free, medium-term loans for social and economics purposes. Other notes164:

•  During the past two years, there has been a modest growth in the

Kingdom’s money supply.

•  Interest rates are very low and free-floating (which relieves pressure on

the riyal).

•  Saudi Arabia has low taxes and a very low rate of inflation. Inflation has

averaged at less than one percent during the past decade and was as of

the year 2000 at 0.5 percent.

•  Active trading takes place via the Saudi Arabian stock market.

4.3.11.2 Taxes

Employees in Saudi Arabia do not pay income taxes. Saudi citizens pay a

2.5 percent religious tax (called a zakat). Businesses pay a tax on all

profits. I visited the Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority (SAGIA)
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and was informed that business taxes have recently been lowered from 45

to 30 percent (Different taxes may apply to petroleum and hydrocarbon

industries). I am told that this will decrease to about 20 percent in the

future. Companies earning less than SR 100,000 are subjected to a 25

percent tax. Joint venture corporations had received a tax exemption for ten

years, but this has recently been abolished.

4.3.11.3 GNP/The Role of Oil

The Saudi Arabian economy is the largest in the Middle East, and a major

force in the world economy. Almost 35 percent of Saudi’s GNP is derived

from the private sector, six percent from agriculture and the remainder

from public services. Saudi’s GNP has been gradually increasing during the

past five years and was estimated to be approximately SR 522 billion, with

a real positive growth rate of 8.4 percent for the year 2000. Saudi officials

expect the economy to flourish in the coming years, this due to increased

oil revenues, deregulation and government policies that encourage direct

foreign investment165.

Saudi Arabia may be the largest market in the Middle East for Western

goods and services, but it is mainly known as the principal Gulf oil

producer. Saudi Arabia has a leading role in OPEC (Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries) as it has the largest reserves and is the

largest exporter of petroleum in the world. The reserves are so large that

the Kingdom has the ability to produce eight million barrels per day for the
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entire century. Oil and petroleum accounts for approximately 75 percent of

the Kingdom’s budget revenues, 40 percent of its GNP, and 90 percent of

export earnings.166

During the past few years oil prices have gradually increased, which has

resulted in increased revenues for Gulf economies. Oil prices are also

expected to rise during 2001 and 2002. The chart below shows the oil

prices for the past ten years, as well as projected figures for the present

year167.

Figure 4.4 Oiling the Wheels of Growth, 2000, pp. 12-16

According to the chief economist and managing director of the Middle East

Capital Group, businesses are in “positive moods” when oil prices surge,

the reason being that there is more confidence regarding the future

economy, this because government expenditure increases. Presently, Gulf

economies are forecasted to increase by 22 percent during 2001, and in

turn, non-oil sectors are expected to expand by 3.5 percent (after a time lag

of nine months; i.e. it generally takes nine months before government

revenues turn into expenditures that influence the private sector)168. The
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government has had 17 years of budget deficits, and has as of 2000 started

to cut back spending in proportion to revenues; however, as revenues are

expected to increase, so will spending. The chart below shows the

country’s revenues and expenditures for the past ten years, as well as the

present year169:
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Figure 4.5 Government Revenues and Spending; Saudi American Bank statistics

4.3.11.4 Past Achievements and Future Goals

(including information regarding the infrastructure)

According to SAMA publications, both the king and the crown prince have

been strongly committed to developing the Kingdom’s economy, as well as

encouraging and monitoring programs of industrialization, agriculture, and

education. During King Fahd’s reign, the country has increasingly been

building up a modern infrastructure, diversifying sources of income, and

attaining self-sufficiency in many manufactured, as well as agricultural

commodities170. For the present and near future, there are many similar

goals. The Saudi American Bank has drawn up key targets for the years
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2000-2004. The five-year plan, known as the Seventh Five Year

Developmental Plan, includes the following goals171:

•  GNP growth:

•  Average real growth of 3.2 percent

•  Non-oil: 4 percent

•  Mining: 8.3 percent

•  Petrochemicals: 8.3 percent

•  Increased healthcare investments

•  Increased education investments

•  To create approximately 800,000 new jobs for Saudi youths, as well as

to plan for more Saudis to enter the workforce

•  To reduce the budget deficit to “almost zero” by 2004

•  To increase non-oil revenues

According to the plan, the goals can be achieved by the following methods:

•  By maintaining a free market economy mindset

•  To join the WTO and benefit from globalization

•  To create jobs for Saudis and to emphasize job skills development

during education

•  To continue privatizing

•  To make the government more efficient (as opposed to a size increase)

•  To diversify government revenues; i.e. to decrease oil dependency

•  To stimulate foreign, as well as domestic investment in the Kingdom
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4.3.12 Decreased Oil Dependency

Because Saudi Arabia has been highly dependent upon virtually one source

for its revenues, the government would like to reduce its oil-related

dependency. The reasoning for this follows172:

1. Saudi officials feel that oil won’t last forever;

2. The country has a large population to employ and the country would

like its inhabitants to be employed in diverse industries; and

3. Water shortages in the Kingdom have lead to the realization that the

present agricultural industry cannot sustain the growing population.

The government has already begun to privatize or has privatized electric

companies, the postal system, the national airline, and the Kingdom’s

telecommunications company. Non-oil sectors are growing, but in the

opinion of economy representatives, not at a fast enough rate; the country

has consequently been looking for ways to attract direct foreign investment

(DFI)173. When it comes to industry policy, I am told (and have also read in

several articles) that the crown prince has made many changes in industry

policy during the past few years to facilitate foreign investment. This

subject will be taken up in the next section.
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4.3.13 Direct Foreign Investment

Direct Foreign Investments have been on the rise in Saudi Arabia174. Saudi

Arabia has the largest level of foreign investment of Arab countries and has

been taking great measures to ensure a free market economy. The number

of industrial plants in the Kingdom has grown rapidly since 1975, when

Saudi Arabia had a total of about 470 factories and investments of $2.7

billion. By March 1999, the total number of plants was 2,557 and

investments were at $43.3 billion; The chart below shows in which

industries the establishments as of then175. By the first half of 2000, the

number of facilities had reached 3381, with investments at $63.7 billion.

The rate of industrial growth is estimated to be at ten percent, and the

country is looking for ways to increase this percentage176.

Industries Industry Number $U.S. Billions
Food Processing and Beverages 393 2.84
Textiles, Garments and Leather 104 0.61
Woodworking and Furniture 111 0.39
Paper, Printing and Publishing 171 1.21
Chemical and Plastic Products 502 26.83
Building Materials, Chinaware, Ceramics and Glass 478 5.88
Basic Metals 12 1.12
Metal Products, Machinery and Equipment 705 4.04
Transportation and Storage 19 0.10
Miscellaneous 62 0.24
Total 2,557 43.26

Table 4.4 Investment in Saudi Manufacturing Establishments, http://www.us-saudi-
business.org/economy.htm#FINANCIAL%20SECTOR,

                                          
174 Azzam, 2000
175 http://www.us-saudi-business.org/economy.htm, 2001
176 Saudi Arabia and the Saudi Basic Industries Corporation, 2000
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The biggest opening to foreign investors in 25 years came recently (May

2001), when eight international oil companies were chosen to develop

Saudi Arabian gas fields. The companies, including Exxon Mobil, Royal

Dutch Shell, British Petroleum and Phillips, are reportedly required to

make an initial investment of $25 billion177.

4.3.13.1 Industrial Licenses

As noted, industrial development is growing. First, one should understand

how Saudi authorities define industrial development:

“The conversion of raw material into manufactured or semi-

manufactured materials, transferring semi-manufactured materials

into fully manufactured materials or preparing, packaging and

filling fully manufactured materials.”178.

I have read through the procedures for applying for an industrial license

and feel that they are fairly straightforward. SAGIA has recently simplified

application procedures by initiating what the authorities term as “one-stop

shopping”; i.e. all ministries and authorities are located under one roof. The

information below is new (within the past few months), which made it

sometimes difficult to receive concrete answers (this explains why price

ranges and approximations may appear).

                                          
177 Al-Zobidy, 2001
178 Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority material
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Companies interested in Industrial licenses must first fill out a ‘License

Application for an Industrial Project’. The application requires general

information such as items to be produced, raw material required, the type

of manufacturing process and machinery being used, as well as capital,

labor, land, building and utilities requirements for the project. Forms are

both in Arabic and English and the cost for the license is estimated to be

SR 2000. Fees may also accompany the application for a license, which I

am told could approximate to SR 1000. Companies wishing to seek an

industrial license must invest in capital for at least SR 5 million.

There are a few areas that are prohibited from foreign investment. These

areas are listed on what is called, ‘the negative list’ and amount to 22 areas,

three of which are industrial (the remainder belong to the service sector).

These exclusive activities are179:

1. Exploration of petroleum products, drilling and production (this does

not include mining)

2. Manufacturing of military equipment, instruments and uniforms

3. Manufacturing of explosives for civil purposes

4.3.13.2 Incentives

The impression that I received (from reading newspapers, talking with

government officials, etc.) while in Saudi Arabia is that the country is

trying its best to entice foreign corporations to invest in Saudi Arabia.

                                          
179 Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority material
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Because of this, there are several incentives for those possessing industrial

licenses. Before traveling to Saudi, I had read that there were many

incentives for foreign companies starting a joint venture partnership with

Saudi Arabian firms. I was to find out that this was no longer the case; i.e.

all corporations are now treated equally. The following information

contains the different incentives for companies that apply for industrial

licenses. The information below was obtained from literature provided by

SAGIA.

•  For the first time, foreign companies may own their own projects, land

(for the project, labor force and own family), and hire their own

sponsors in Saudi Arabia.

•  The procedure takes little time; the decision to grant a license must be

made within 30 days. If the decision is not made within this time frame,

then the license is granted.

•  Trademarks, copy and patent rights are protected in Saudi Arabia.

•  There are ten industrial areas in the Kingdom. These areas offer low

costs of land, electricity and water.

•  All equipment is imported free of customs duties.

After reading the information, I had two meetings with SAGIA

representatives, during which I inquired about other incentives. The results

from these meetings appear below:

•  Enables the possibility of taking over the distribution of one’s own

products (without manufacturing/assembly foreign entities are not

allowed to act as their own agents).

•  Government aids in training the workforce. There is a Human Resource

development fund that aids in the training of workers. The fund may
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finance between 50-75 percent of training costs. I could not obtain an

exact figure from the interviewees.

•  Special airport services are provided that enable speedy immigration

procedures for traveling businessmen.

In addition to the above information, I was informed that the Saudi

Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) provides medium and long-term loans

for up to 50 percent of the total cost of a project’s fixed assets, pre-

operating expenses and start-up capital. I then reviewed SIDF information

on the Internet to find out which criteria apply for receiving funds180. The

information that I gathered follows:

•  The firm must have an industrial license for manufacturing in the

Kingdom.

•  Maximum loan term: 15 years

•  The SIDF does not finance the purchase of used machinery or

equipment.

•  Owner’s equity must represent a minimum of 25 percent of the project’s

cost.

•  Payback of the loan starts after two years.

•  As security, the SIDF takes as mortgage the financed fixed assets, plus

personal guarantees from the shareholders of limited liability

companies.

                                          
180 http://www.us-saudi-business.org/economy.htm#FINANCIAL%20SECTOR, 2001
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4.3.13.3 Financial Costs Associated with Assembly

Below are the financial factors that one should use when determining the

costs of an assembly plant (salaries follow separately). Authorities and

financial officials have supplied me these figures:

•  Land: 50 halalahs per square meter. Land may not be available at all

industrial sites. However, according to officials, it is always available

for what they deem as being ‘important’ projects.

•  There are no environmental fees

•  There are no building taxes

•  Insurance rates: negotiated on group levels

1. Personal accident insurance: SR 1.3 per SR 1000 per annum (based

on salaries)

2. Comprehensive general liability: SR 1.25 per SR 1000 per annum

(based on forecasted income, fixed costs and margins)

•  Telephone costs: installation: SR 500; SR 30 per/line. Local usage is

negligible

•  Electricity: SR 0.12 kw/hour
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•  Water costs – see chart below

Raw Water /cubic meter Sweet Water/cubic meter Monthly water usage/cubic meter
0.06 0.10 01 to 50
0.06 0.15 51 to 100
0.40 2.00 101 to 200
0.80 4.00 201 to 300
1.20 6.00 301 and above

Table 4.5 Water costs

•  Salaries (approximate costs in SR per month, per employee):

•  Top management: 10-12,000

•  Secretarial: 3.5-4,000

•  Receptionist: 3,000

•  Economy, administration and bookkeeping: 6-7,000

•  Purchasing: 4-4,500

•  Foremen: 6-7,000

•  Quality control technicians: 5-7,000

•  Service technicians: 3,000

•  Assembly workers: 2-3,500

•  Drivers: 1-2,000

Generally, the cost for a low-skilled expatriate is at 50 percent the cost of a

Saudi. There are also additional costs for medical, insurance, housing

accommodations, transportation, as well as travel and visa expenses, which

surmount to approximately 60-70 percent of salary costs. In addition to

these costs are the costs to build the plant, as well as subcontracting costs

for gardening, landscaping, maintenance and security. These costs are not

given as they depend on the size and scope of the assembly plant.
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4.3.14 Barriers, Tariffs and Treaties

As noted in the theoretical platform, tariffs can be imposed according to

fixed amounts per item (specific duties), as a percentage of the imported

item’s total value (also known as ad valorum), or as a combination of the

two. The standard customs duty in Saudi had for years been 12 percent ad

valorum on the c.i.f. (cost, insurance and freight). However, in lines with

the Kingdom’s aspirations to boost the local economy, as well as attract

foreign investment, Saudi recently (May 27, 2001) lowered its import

duties to five percent181. Additionally, there are some items that are

subjected to duties according to their weight or capacity. Items produced in

the Kingdom are subjected to a maximum import duty of 20 percent, this in

order to protect and/or support national industry. For the purposes of the

heavy truck industry, only trucks with bodies mounted on chassis are

subjected to a 20 percent tariff (all others receive the five percent fee)182.

As noted earlier, one of the reasons why companies elect to have local

assembly is to avoid customs fees. These companies basically set up

assembly plants and look for ways to import their components free of

duties. According to SAGIA, companies that meet the local content

requirement of 40 percent may fill out a ‘Duty Exemption Application’ and

import their components free of duties. Executives and authority

representatives have explained to me that the 40 percent requirement is

very easily obtained. All added value that goes into the end product is

contributes to the local content requirement; this encompasses the costs of

                                          
181 Bashir and Hassan, 2001
182 www.mkaccdb.eu.int/wtdtar/wtdhscopde.pl, 2001
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labor, electricity, water, property expenses, labels, stickers, packaging,

depreciation of equipment, etc. Companies that have met this requirement

may then export items to other GCC countries free of customs duties.

Companies that cannot meet this requirement, or that choose to import

components that are also produced in the Kingdom, do have to pay the

customs duty on these components. I have been told, though, that this duty

will only be imposed if the quality standards of the Saudi Arabian produced

items can be considered the same as the imported components. I have also

been told that for technically advanced products, such as heavy trucks, that

there are no locally produced parts that meet up to Western quality

standards, and that exemption in this case would be granted.

4.3.14.1 The Breakdown of Parts

Scania has several assembly plants throughout the world. As mentioned

earlier, Scania executives had informed me that there is often a requirement

from countries’ authorities for trucks to be broken down to a certain degree

before the assembled parts can be considered components (i.e., CKD).

Otherwise a truck could be shipped in two pieces and then assembled, for

the sole purpose of avoiding custom’s fees. I tried to find out precisely to

what degree a truck has to be broken down, but I could not receive a

distinct answer. The local authorities stated that an industrial license would

first have to be applied for, and then negotiations could be made regarding

the breakdown of components. I was also informed by SAGIA that Scania,

for example, might initially be allowed to ship their cabs to Saudi fully

assembled, but could later be required to paint these cabs in Saudi Arabia.
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Again, I could not receive a definite answer, as I myself was not in the

process of applying for an industrial license.

4.3.14.2 Agreements/Relations  with other Countries

I have been told, as well as have read, that Saudi Arabia has a very good

relationship with all industrial, as well as many neighboring under-

developed nations. However, I have also read that political differences have

been the main “stumbling blocks” that have obstructed cooperation with

neighboring countries in the past183. I was informed that there are several

private agreements between Saudi Arabia and certain countries, as well as

many ad-hoc agreements between the country and individual companies.

Major trade agreements appear below, but for an extensive list, please refer

to appendix C.

•  Members of the Arab League of Trading who have signed the

Agreement to Facilitate Trade and Exchange and to Organize Transit

between the Arab League States are granted special duty concessions184.

•  There is a free-trade zone between Saudi and the remaining GCC (Gulf

Cooperation Council) countries, which are Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman,

Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. Products being imported from any

                                          
183 Azzam, 2001

184 http://www.us-saudi-business.org/rgimport.htm, 2001
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GCC-based manufacturing house, in which there is at least a 40 percent

local added value, receive preferential tariffs in Saudi.185

•  Saudi Arabia is currently discussing the establishment of a free-trade

zone with Egypt, which would eliminate all customs and tariffs between

the two nations186.

•  In November of 1999 a GCC Customs unification, similar to that of the

European Community, was announced - the results call for

implementation of unified customs rates ranging from 5.5 percent for

basic goods to 7.5 percent for remaining goods by March of 2005187.

•  In 1998, 14 Arab countries established the Arab Free Trade Agreement

(AFTA), which calls for members’ tariff reductions by 10 percent

annually, the result being a free trade zone by 2005188.

•  The European Union (EU) and the GCC are presently working out the

details of a free-trade agreement. Saudi’s council has already approved

the joint cooperation agreement between the GCC and EU countries189.

According to the EU, the agreement will not take place until the GCC’s

custom union is set up (which has a deadline of March 2005)190.

                                          
185 Azzam, 2001
186 Fekry, 2000
187 http://www.gulf-news.com/Articles/news.asp?ArticleID=17233, 2001
188 Azzam, 2001
189 Mubarak, 2001; http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=1849, 2001
190 http://www.gulf-news.com/Articles/news.asp?ArticleID=17658, 2001
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•  A similar trade bloc agreement is underway for neighboring Arabic

nations. The plans are to create what is being called the ‘Great Arab

Free Trade Zone’ and will be a trade bloc similar to that of the EU. Part

of the goal is to create what is known as the Euro-Mediterranean free

trade zone, which will ultimately encompass 27 Arab Mediterranean

and European nations. Negotiations are already ahead of schedule (the

deadline for the free trade zone is set for 2010), with Arab Maghreb

Union (UMA) countries of Tunisia, Morocco and Jordan already having

signed agreements with the EU. Egypt is due to sign by June of 2001

and the trade zone between the EU and these four countries should be

ready by the end of 2001. The free trade zone will also be extended to

the countries of Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Syria, Lebanon and the

Palestinian Authority191.

•  Finally, just to show how much that foreign investment is growing in

popularity in the Arab world I’ve included the following pieces of

information:

•  In May of 2001, the king of Jordan inaugurated what is called the Aqaba

Special Economic Zone (ASEZ). The result is a low-tariff port area

aimed at attracting foreign investment. Aqaba, a 27-km coastline at the

Red Sea, will be turned into a major regional trade and tourism center.

The zone was unofficially opened in February of 2001, and since then

500 firms have registered with the ASEZ to benefit from low-tariffs192.

                                          
191 http://www.dailystarnews.com/200105/10/n1051005.htm#BODY6, 2001

192 http://www.timesofindia.com/180501/18mide7.htm, 2001
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•  In May of 2001, Bahrain declared that it was setting up an industrial

free zone193. Also, as noted earlier, Saudi reported that is was looking

into opening its third free zone in Yanbu194.

4.3.14.3 The WTO

Saudi is presently in the process of trying to become a WTO member.

Saudi was the first of the GCC countries to apply for WTO membership

and is the only remaining country to not yet enter. One of the main reasons

as to why Saudi has not yet attained membership status is that the

Kingdom’s “laws are ambiguous and that there is no clear system to rule

on legal disputes.”195. The chart below shows, as world trade has increased,

Saudi’s share of import has decreased. SAMBA executives feel that the

country is being “left behind” and would like to become more of a global

partner. Saudi Minister of Commerce Faqeeh is however hopeful and feels

that negotiations have been progressing rapidly since the beginning of the

year (2001). Kingdom officials are prepared to make changes and are

aiming at membership by the end of 2001196.

                                          
193 Farook, 2001
194 www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=2161, 2001
195 WTO demanding trade reforms, Arab News, 2001
196 WTO demanding trade reforms, Arab News, 2001; Al-Nayyif, 2001
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World total % change Middle East % change Saudi Arabia % change
1980 2073 102 30
1990 3538 71 99 -3 24 -20
1998 5562 57 139 40 23 -4

Table 4.6 World Merchandise Imports ($U.S. billion); Saudi American Bank statistics

World trade access would result in:

•  Lowered tariffs

•  Improved property protection

•  Removal of technical barriers of trade

•  For Saudi specifically, decreased dependency on oil197

4.3.14.4 Non-Tariff and Hidden Barriers

I had asked several companies to describe the problems that have occurred

with procedures or government policies that could be considered trade

barriers. The occurrence of ad-hoc agreements was on of the foremost

complaints. Some of the other major barriers that interviewees identified

were as follows:

•  Customs clearances may differ depending on the port of entrance.

•  Despite the fact that one company imports products daily into Saudi, the

company still experiences problems with customs clearances through

ports.

                                          
197 Al-Nayyif, 2001
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•  Packaging regulations are not always practical for certain companies’

products.

•  The government can be very bureaucratic when it comes to handling

certain processing problems, such as packaging regulations (e.g.); i.e.

the process can be quite time-consuming because of lots of paperwork,

procedures, etc.

•  Items/Components to be imported need to be approved on a yearly

basis. If a new item needs to be imported, then a new approval is

required, which usually takes one to two months,.

•  Customs clearance during holiday periods (which can be several weeks

long) can be very time-consuming.

•  Many interviewees stated that favoritism usually applies to large

companies that have a “lot of muscle”; i.e. big, powerful companies. It

may also help to have ‘connections’; i.e. know one of the authorities, or

be of Saudi decent. Local industry is always favored when bidding for

government contracts. If there are several local competitors, then

contracts are awarded to the lowest bidder.

•  One company executive mentioned that an agreement made with the

prior king was no longer recognized when the present king took office.

•  There are no laws regulating agreements. The renewal of an agreement

may be dependent upon new demands made by the government.

Hidden barriers that others have experienced, that I’ve found on the

Internet include198:

•  The Kingdom’s bureaucratic practices, which have restricted trade.

                                          
198 http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/SSGF/da91619f.html, 2001
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•  That non-Saudis may not act as commercial agents.

•  The Kingdom does not grant tourist visas (except for organized groups).

Business visas, which are granted through sponsors, must be obtained

before entering the Kingdom. Prospective businessmen without

sponsors would be refused a visa, and accordingly, would not be able to

travel to Saudi to apply for an industrial license or discuss agreements.

•  Although trademark laws protect trademarks, trade secrets are not

protected. Hence, there is no specific protection for semiconductor chip

layout design, e.g.

•  Problems regarding the availability of pirate parts for automobiles and

trucks are not addressed.
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5 Analysis of Results

5.1 Introduction

This chapter contains a discussion comprised of my thoughts and

reflections concerning the results of the previous chapter. These

interpretations are made with the help of the information found in the

theoretical platform. The chapter starts with an analysis of the business

environment in Saudi Arabia. Thereafter, the uncertainties found in the

Saudi Arabian environment are discussed, followed by an analysis of long-

term assembly plant goals. Scania’s goals and potentialities concerning

assembly establishment are discussed throughout the chapter.

5.2 An Analysis of the Saudi Arabian Business

Environment

In this section, the Saudi Arabian climate for assembly plant establishment

potential in Saudi Arabia is analyzed mainly with the help of Porter’s

‘diamonds’ model (section 3.2.3). More specifically, the purpose of the

analysis is to see if Saudi Arabia has the necessary resources required for

industries to sustain competitive advantages. The analysis discusses the

four corners of the diamond separately, and also includes points of

significance regarding assembly plant goals and organizational concerns
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described by Perlmutter and Ferdows in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. These

areas, along with the remainder of the analyses in the chapter, will be

evaluated in their entirety in the next chapter.

5.2.1 Factor Conditions

According to Porter, factor conditions determine the flow of trade for a

nation. What I have done here is to first evaluate the different factor

conditions before denoting which of these are advanced and specialized

factors; explanations for my choices will be included.

5.2.1.1 Physical Resources

Many of the basic physical resources needed to start an assembly plant are

available in Saudi Arabia. The physical resources that are most

advantageous, in my opinion, are industrial sites, certain natural resources

and the ease of business trade. Industrial sites are advantageous as they

offer financial benefits such as inexpensive land costs and utilities. The

natural resources that Saudi has an abundance of are oil, gas, industrial

metals such as iron ore, gold, and copper, as well as minerals such as

limestone, gypsum, sand, and silica. Business trade is easy because of a

free market economy, non-restrictions on exchange controls, and many

establishment incentives, such as interest-free loans. The privatization of

many Saudi industries also shows that the government is supporting its free

market philosophy.
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The disadvantages that I could identify with physical resources are again,

industrial sites, natural resources and the ease of business trade. Saudi has

poor timber deposits and water shortage problems, and a climate that is

considered severe; the latter being even worse at industrial sites near ports.

Business trade complications include the lack of legislation and written

policies regarding breakdown rules, monopolies, and increased influence

that accompanies connections with authorities. These last two are

disadvantages because they make a free market economy unfair for small

businesses.

5.2.1.2 Human Resources

When it comes to human resources, there are also a few advantages and

disadvantages. The advantages in this category include good working

ethics, no minimum wages, and the accessibility of cheap, unskilled

expatriate labor. Disadvantages include the Saudization program because it

not only means that firms may have a hard time getting Saudis to work

overtime, but mainly because it forces firms to hire according to race

instead of competence. It also means that companies have to increase the

percentage of workers that are normally more expensive to hire; i.e. Saudis.

Labor union uncertainties add to the list of disadvantages because unions

might impose a set minimum wage limit for Saudi employees. Finally, I

feel that the concentration of women within certain business sectors is also

a disadvantage. The reason that I feel so is related to my feelings about

Saudization, i.e. industrial companies may presently be hiring according to

gender instead of competence. Recruiters that may want to hire competent

females may be reluctant to do so because they may want to avoid potential
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cultural conflicts in the workforce, or because they may have to renovate

present building premises (e.g., extra restrooms, lunchrooms, entrances).

5.2.1.3 Knowledge Resources

There are many advanced and specialized knowledge resources in Saudi.

The areas that Saudi excels in are mainly oil-related, but also include

specialized engineers in the fields of chemicals, plastics and minerals. As

with human resources, the main problem with specialized knowledge is

Saudization; the reason being that a good deal of specialized knowledge in

fields other than those mentioned above is found among expatriates, which

means that specialized knowledge may slowly disappear. Also, Saudi is

lacking skills in the fields of steel and new sciences, such as electronics and

software development.

5.2.1.4 Capital Resources

I would say that this category is problem free; i.e. that banking and

financing are highly developed with several advantages for businesses

starting up in Saudi. Many of the banks are international and the fact that

the currency is stable and that there are no exchange controls makes this

category one of Saudi’s strong sides.
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5.2.1.5 Infrastructure

I would say that on the whole, Saudi’s infrastructure is very good. All

factors, such as roads, communications, health care, school and banking

systems are quite modern. The fact that there is a noticeable western culture

in the country (partly because of the large amount of expatriates), as well as

that businesses provide transportation and housing for employees, makes

Saudi an attractive place to live and work.

5.2.1.6 Evaluation of Factor Conditions

With the exception of water, I would say that Saudi has many, if not all of

the basic and general factors that are needed to start up a business. These

include a certain percentage of unskilled labor, communications and many

natural resources, e.g. The factors of importance, however, are those which

are advanced and specialized. I would say that the areas that fall under

these two latter categories are mainly oil-, chemical-, plastic- and mineral-

related. There are, however, two problems with these advanced and

specialized factors. The first is that much of the advanced, narrowly

defined industrial knowledge in Saudi today is among certain expatriates.

Increasing Saudization in the long run would consequently mean that a

transfer of knowledge would have to take place, which could result in

problems for Saudi to retain its competitive advantage in these industries.

The second problem I see with these factors is that the exploration, drilling

and production of petroleum products are restricted to Saudi corporations.

This means that there is no possibility for oil companies that wish to gain
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exploration knowledge to take advantage of this special competence that

Saudi possesses.

In conclusion, I feel that companies that wish to establish for the purposes

of basic assembly only, will find sufficient conditions for establishment.

However, I feel that the only advanced and specialized knowledge suitable

for assembly plants that want to upgrade to manufacturing would be those

that make use of chemicals, plastics-, minerals or oil-related products.

5.2.2 Demand Conditions

This area of the model takes us directly to the heavy truck market. Here,

demand composition, as well as the patterns of growth for demand are

analyzed. The importance here is to see what buyers needs are, to examine

the potentials of competition, and finally, to see how these factors influence

assembly plant establishment.

5.2.2.1 Demand Composition

An important piece of information to keep in mind during this analysis is

that Scania’s motive with an assembly plant is to lower the prices of new

trucks, and thus to increase its sales. According to the figure 4.2, survey

results showed that the key factors that customers look at when buying

trucks are spare parts availability and prices, after sales service, quality and

warranty. If I were to go by this survey alone, then I would conclude that

price is not an important factor to consider when purchasing a new truck. I

could accordingly draw the conclusion that if the decision to establish an
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assembly plant could lower prices, it would not increase sales because

customers are not concerned with prices. Could this be so? It may. A look

at Volvo’s sales figures (below) before and after its assembly establishment

(1999) will reveal that assembly plant establishment has hardly affected

sales, even though Volvo has lowered its prices by SR 10-15,000. The same

could apply to Scania if it were to set up an assembly plant; i.e. an

assembly plant could lower Scania truck prices, but there is no guarantee

that sales would increase.

Year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Truck Sales 126 255 226 208 206

Table 5.1 Sales of Volvo trucks 1996-2000

One reason as to why Volvo’s share hasn’t increased might be that

customers are waiting to see if local assembly affects the quality of the

product. This could be so because quality is the first factor from the survey

that could be affected by local assembly. However, I would not rule out

price as being important either. What do I really think then?

Well, I honestly feel that identifying the needs of truck buyers is a little

more complex than meets the eye. While some industrial customers are

price-oriented, others are concerned with quality, and yet another may be

concerned with image. A look at the empirical results will show that a lot

of factors are important to customers, but that they are dependent upon the

customer. Perhaps one reason is because the majority of truck-buyer

decision makers are expatriates, and that these people come from different

backgrounds and have different values. Another possibility is that different

buyers have different needs.
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If it is very difficult to know what the customer wants, then it is difficult to

say how the customer would react to assembly. An assembly plant could

possibly offer customers lower prices, but it may hurt the company’s

reputation concerning its quality. It is difficult to say how a customer

would react to the quality of the truck, and therefore, there is a high degree

of risk associated with this decision. The list of possibilities is endless and

equally highly uncertain. I will therefore only conclude that more research

needs to be done on this subject, and that recommendations regarding this

will follow.

5.2.2.2 Patterns of Demand Growth

To start of with, it would be difficult to say that Saudi Arabia has to offer

what Porter terms as a first mover advantage (refer to section 3.2.3.2). I

would think it very unlikely to say that any non-western country is setting

global trends for product demand. Therefore, I would hardly think that a

firm should consider assembly plant establishment in Saudi Arabia for the

purposes of learning what global trends would be in coming years.

What is important in this section is that the Saudi truck market is saturated.

A saturated market means that the buyer has several options to choose

from, which in turn means that there is pressure for from the buyer to meet

buyer needs (such as those found in the section above). Surely, this is the

situation for Scania. Many have said that Scania’s quality is superior, but

they aren’t willing to pay the high sticker price. The truck buyers in Saudi

want a truck of high quality, an extended warranty, service and spare part

availability all at the lowest possible prices. Although this situation may be
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a nuisance to truck manufacturers, it actually creates a challenge for truck

manufacturers to be efficient. Those manufacturers that cannot meet buyer

needs will ultimately be forced to exit the market.

What does this have to do with assembly plant establishment? Right now,

the situation for Scania is one in which it is the distributor’s task to gain

experience of, as well as meeting customers’ needs. I feel that a local

assembly plant would create more pressure on Scania to improve in the

areas mentioned above (sticker price, high quality, warranty, service, etc.).

The reason for this is that there would be more pressure created to sell

trucks caused from the pressure to break even (investment costs). In turn, I

feel that this would result in a tighter relationship between Scania and the

GCC, which is apparently needed seeing as there are conflicting views as to

who is responsible for the marketing of the product. This would benefit

Scania on a global basis because if Scania could succeed in this in this

market, then Scania could ultimately be the market leader in all countries

that have customers with similar needs.

5.2.2.3 Demand Condition Summary

In close, maybe Saudi doesn’t have what is termed as a first mover

advantage, but perhaps it does create a challenge that would help Scania

succeed on a worldwide basis. Pressure the break even could result in (1)

more open channels of communication that could lead to a better

understanding of buyer needs and (2) pressure for Scania to be innovative,

both which could help increase sales. The question is if the entire Scania

Corporation is willing to innovate in order to meet the needs of Saudi
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Arabia. This is doubtful because on the whole, Saudi is such a small market

for the company and the changes involved could be both costly and time-

consuming. I think the changes would be worth it for the company, but I

feel that the concern is too local, even though it could help Scania on a

global basis.

5.2.3 Related and Support ing Industries

As noted in the theoretical platform (section 3.2.3.3), Porter feels that

nations are usually more effective when there are several related user and

supplier industries, the reason being that they facilitate the flow of industry

information. In this area, I have looked into the truck market to see just

how functional related and supporting industries are.

To begin with, there are several related user industries, such as an

abundance of transport companies for the transportation of goods. The

relationship between transport companies and manufactures is very good,

and information about industry needs is easily accessible. There is also the

fact that distributors’ salesmen meet and share certain information that

helps facilitate information regarding customer needs. Another area of

interest is the fact that both Mercedes and Volvo have their assembly plants

in Jeddah. An assembly plant in this area could result in the sharing of

knowledge because of the existence of cultural circles and the geographical

nearness (assembly plants are located in industrial zones). It could also

mean access to qualified competence, the recruitment of local, key

assembly personnel such as a plant manager, foreman or quality assurance

technician.
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These factors, in my opinion, are alone not enough to justify the decision to

establish an assembly plant that would be required to do more than just

carry out basic tasks. Information that is more vital to an assembly facility

is such that is derived from suppliers. A cluster of suppliers would mean

accessibility of information and product expertise regarding components. It

would also mean that if there were goals for the assembly plant to upgrade

into a manufacturing facility, then the possibility to recruit such

competence would exist. However, no such network of suppliers exists in

Saudi. Therefore, all components would have to be imported. Furthermore,

even if a supply network were to slowly develop it would have to meet up

to Scania’s quality and environmental standards, as well as be able to be

used in Scania’s modular system. This, I fear, would take a bit of time. If

the goal is just basic assembly, then I would say that the conditions in

Saudi Arabia are quite suitable. However, the goals of manufacturing are at

this point in my opinion unrealistic because the only resources available are

in the forms of some raw materials.

In conclusion, the conditions are very good for facilitating information

regarding the distribution of trucks; however, the opposite is true for

trucking companies wishing to do anything more than have basic assembly.

The reason for this is because technology and skills associated with

supplier related networks that could be used for product development are

just not available. The latter is mostly applicable to oil-related, as well as

other industries that have an advanced network of suppliers because both

information and competence would be available.
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5.2.4 Strategy, Structure and Rivalry

The factors in this section deal with a firm’s degree of innovation and

international success and look into how aspects, such as organizational

structure, are affected by domestic rivalry.

5.2.4.1 Managerial and Labor Union Practices

This area of the analysis is filled with a great deal of uncertainty, which is

mainly due to Saudization, as well as the recent decision to allow labor

unions to form. Up until recently (May 2001), managerial practice

conditions have been quite favorable. There have not been any labor unions

or minimum wages. Also, the freedom to organize a business according to

a firm’s own principles has seemed to work well. This would imply that the

ethnocentric firm (section 3.3.3) wishing to run its own type of

organization in Saudi Arabia), regardless of whether it is centralized or

decentralized, would be able to do as it pleases with no problems. The same

would apply to polycentric and geocentric firms; i.e. a corporation could

organize its plant according to whatever organizational form it feels would

help obtain maximum efficiency, that is, up until now.

The fact that labor unions are starting up can be considered a disadvantage

for companies – not because a business can no longer take advantage of its

employees, but because of the high degree of uncertainty as to how

functional or disruptive unions will be. In my opinion, labor unions have

been set up to help push out the expatriates; the reason I feel so is because

they will not be allowed to join unions (another move in the behalf of
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Saudization). The fact that only Saudis will be allowed to join may create

an atmosphere of unfairness among expatriate employees, and as a result a

less positive working environment. Requirements from labor unions may

develop that would prohibit an organization to be managed as it is in other

countries. For example, labor unions may have certain requirements

regarding the employment of women in the workforce; i.e. there may be

certain measures taken that could end up making the employment of

women more difficult for companies (e.g., enforced building investments –

see section 5.2.1.2). One problem that the ethnocentric firm may face is

that a corporation wishing to displace a competent female employee in

Saudi Arabia as a plant manager may experience a few problems. The

reason for this is not just because there may be difficulties with subordinate

employees following orders, but because the displaced manager may not

find it comfortable to live in a society where women are not treated as

equally as men are.

Another possible scenario is that labor unions may not allow workers to

perform tasks beyond those stated in job descriptions - something that

could be detrimental for the ethnocentric decentralized firm. I, myself, have

encountered this problem several times, i.e. that certain employees have

refused to perform work tasks not included in their job description. It is

difficult to actually say what the effects of labor unions would be in Saudi

Arabia; therefore I deem this area as uncertain. This degree of uncertainty

means that it is difficult to say if the ethnocentric firm would survive in

Saudi Arabia. The major factor working in foreign firms’ favor is the

WTO; i.e. that there may be pressure on Saudi from the WTO to adopt

labor laws that do not work against firms seeking establishment in the

country. This would accordingly, help reduce uncertainty factors.
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One major area of peculiarity is Saudization. As it is now, to most

managers the expatriate is more beneficial to hire because of his/her greater

flexibility regarding work hours (willingness to work weekends, nights,

holidays), work mobility (willingness to relocate to another city), job

acceptance (willingness to accept a low-skilled job) and pay (willingness to

accept a lower salary). Although attitudes among Saudis appear to be

changing for the better, the fact still remains that corporations are still faced

with the dilemma that they must replace workers; this because of the

requirement to increase the work force with Saudis by five percent

annually. Time and money must go into the preparation (e.g. training) of

replacing workers that may very well be productive. The uncertainty lies in

the recruitment of a new worker, regardless of whether he/she is Saudi.

When it comes to assembly plants, I feel that the more advanced and well-

paid the task, the less of a problem management would be faced with. The

reason for this is because on the whole, Saudis are more inclined to accept

work of this nature. However, because the process is gradual, and because

there appears to be a change in attitudes among Saudis, corporations may

not face problems in the future. Again, this area is also uncertain.

In summary, I feel that Saudi work policies are too intervening when it

comes to how a factory is managed. It is uncertain how labor unions will

function, as well as how inclined Saudis will be willing to accept unskilled

jobs at the same rate of pay that expatriates accept. Moreover, there is an

added uncertainty as to how women’s role in the workforce will be affected

by labor union start-up. The risk for the small company is that Saudis may

not want to work at such companies because of the attractiveness to accept
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a job with a formed labor union. The risk for the large company is that the

unions may raise wages, or be disruptive.

5.2.4.2 Domestic Rivalry

This section takes a look at truck market competition a little more closely.

As noted in section (3.2.3.4), the questions of relevance here are “is rivalry

increasing or decreasing and is this good or bad, can the rivalry be

influenced, and what is the rivalry based upon”. These questions are

answered with the help of the following analysis terms: balance, market

growth rates and high fixed costs.

An Unhealthy Market?

Beginning with the first question, I would say that the competition in the

Saudi truck market is increasing. One reason is that both Volvo and MAN

have lowered their prices of their trucks. Another is that Volvo has recently

established an assembly plant in the country, and that MAN is also looking

into the matter. The question is whether this rivalry is good or not. In my

opinion, if the pressure is only for prices, and not, for instance quality or

service, then this is good. However, it is difficult to say if price is really the

only deciding factor. As noted above (demand), a quick look at Volvo will

show that price isn’t the only factor, otherwise Volvo would have had a

major increase in sales after lowering its prices. Also, as the results from

the survey (refer to section on customer preferences) show that Volvo’s

rating is fairly high when it comes to their spare parts prices. Therefore, I

would not conclude that price is the only factor, at least according to
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customers. I would, however, say that it appears that some of the

competition feels that price is the most important factor, which in my

opinion, makes rivalry bad; the reason being that it appears that certain

truck manufacturers are doing their best to cut prices at the cost of quality.

This would make for an unhealthy truck market.

One way to see just how healthy the truck market is is to check the market

growth rate potential. According to Scania, the sales of trucks have tapered

off to an approximation of 2500 trucks per year. This assumption (that the

market has matured) can be justified by the fact that the number of

competitors has decreased by 24 to about 10. This would indicate that

competitors have withdrawn from the market because it has become less

profitable. However, it could also mean that less effective truck companies

have been pushed out of a highly competitive market. In any case, it would

mean that market shares could only be gained through ‘stealing’ market

shares. Would an assembly plant help Scania to achieve this (to steal

market shares)?

Personally I feel that it could have an adverse effect. If Scania were to try

and compete against its competitors by following in their steps by, e.g.

setting up an assembly plant to decrease truck prices, it could result in a

price war. The reason for this is because of high-fixed costs in the industry

(trucks are capital intensive because of the high costs). A price war could

thus be a way for the other truck companies not just to save on lost

margins, but also to decrease capital costs associated with unsold trucks.

The other companies could consequently lower their prices (which they

very well may do if they think in terms of prices). The result would be an

attempt to push Scania out of the market, which could easily happen
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because the company would most likely not reduce its truck prices, and

may end up losing even more market shares. Even if Scania didn’t

withdraw, and the other manufacturers didn’t dump their prices Scania

would still contribute to an even more price-oriented market among

competitors, which I would deem unhealthy.

Does this mean that the market is totally unhealthy? Maybe so, but the

market does possess one important characteristic; i.e. it contains many

rivals. Many rivals force Scania to be able to react to hard competition. Just

as with demanding customers, if Scania can survive under the conditions of

several rivals then Scania could survive anywhere in the world, because it

very well may happen that Scania could be subjected to these conditions in

other geographical markets in the future. Therefore, an establishment in

Saudi could be a way of gathering information about competitors’ behavior

patterns that could be useful on a global scale.

5.2.4.3 Summary of Rivalry

In summary, regardless of whether or not Scania could lower its prices by

means of an assembly plant in Saudi Arabia, the plant could serve the

function of gathering information about competitor behavior, something

which possibly could be used on a worldwide basis. However, I feel that it

could have a devastating adverse effect, i.e. that an assembly plant that is

geared towards lowering prices could result in a price war that may result

in market share, as well as financial losses.
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5.3 Uncertainty Analysis

This area of analysis functions as both a way of recapping some of the vital

points from the previous analysis, but also to categorize the environment

according to its uncertainty. The importance here is to help a company

become better equipped on knowing how to handle the underlying

uncertainties, as well as non-uncertainties, in Saudi Arabia. Below are my

thoughts regarding environmental conditions that I consider, and

considered being stable, dynamic and complex. I have decided to choose

factors that I consider to be of most relevance for assembly, as well as for

Scania. The areas that are taken up deal with the stability of the truck

market, industry consumers and government policy.

5.3.1 Market Growth or Stability?

Saudi Arabia has one of the largest population growths in the world, and is

the largest market in the Middle East for consumer goods. I first assumed

that an increase in population would lead to an increase in the demand for

consumer goods. This in turn would lead to an increase in demand for

transportation trucks. Because of this, I thought that it might be interesting

to see if these factors have led and could lead to an increase in truck sales.

What I did was to compare the rise in population with truck sales. In my

opinion, the two are not related; the reason being that although the

population has gradually increased, the sales of trucks have been more or

less inconsistent.
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Why isn’t there an increase in demand for trucks? I first felt that one reason

could have been that the used truck market, which is beyond the scope of

this thesis, has expanded to meet buyer needs. Transportation companies

may be turning to the used truck market because they are price-oriented,

which could be because of the market is saturated or unstable, or because

decision-makers think in the short run.

This theory of used trucks may or may not be true, but in any case, it made

me want to understand the situation of the market better; i.e. is it growing

or is it as assumed, tapering off? If so, why? Well, I am not so sure that it is

tapering off. A quick look at the graph below will confirm that there are

about 2500 trucks sold per year on the average. But, by just looking at the

chart, I would not say with certainty that the figures for the coming years

would be at 2500 because the amount of trucks sold in the year 2000 is

double the figure from 1996. It is difficult to say with certainty just by

looking at figures if the sales are going to continue to rise, or fall again. I

have my own theory as to why the figures are the way that they are, and

what they will be. These follow below:

Figure 5.1 Sales of Heavy Trucks, 1991-2000
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Oil has been the foremost reason (if not the only) for why Saudi has been

able to vastly advance from an undeveloped country to a modern society.

Because of its importance, I chose to look at changes in sales from the

heavy truck market during the past ten years (taking into consideration that

a truck has a ten-year life cycle) in comparison to both changes in oil prices

and government expenditures during the same time period. I compared the

changes in truck sales (percentage-wise) for each year with the changes in

oil prices and expenditures from each previous year. The reason for the one

year differentiation is to take into account that there is a time lag of nine

months before oil revenues influence the private sector (refer to section

4.3.11.3). Although I have not compared these figures with statistical

relevance, a quick look at the chart below (figure 5.2) will show that the oil

prices and government expenditures may indeed have a great bearing upon

the sales of heavy trucks199.

Figure 5.2 Changes in Percent (points 1 through 9 on the figure below represent years
1992-2000)

                                          
199 Heavy trucks sales figures have been supplied by Scania. The Saudi American Bank
has supplied government revenues and expenditures.
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Does this supposed correlation mean that truck companies, or even other

types of industries, can regard the demand of products as being stable?

More importantly, does it mean that Scania can predict the sales of their

trucks for the coming year according to what the present year’s oil prices

are at, or even for several years according to what oil prices are expected to

be set at? To try and answer this question, I plotted each company’s truck

sales for the same time period against total truck sales from the above

graph (Figure 5.1). A few selected companies’ results are shown below:

Figure 5.3 Truck Sales Comparison Figures for the Past Ten Years
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The results, which may not be entirely clear from the above pictures, show

that the different companies’ sales fluctuate, with Scania’s sales deviating

most from sales figures, and Mercedes being most consistent. Perhaps these

results say a few things about the stability of the market. The first is that

although total truck sales may be related to oil prices and government

spending, I do not believe that Scania’s sales can be forecasted according to

oil prices. Secondly, I believe that because Mercedes contributes to the

majority of truck sales, then the results should show that Mercedes’ truck

sales and total truck sales are related. Why should Mercedes truck sales be

related to government spending? I would guess that the main reason is that

government spending means an increase in government contracts, and

because Mercedes was the only manufacturer in the heavy truck market

that produced a Saudi truck (until Volvo came into the picture two years

ago), the company won several government contracts. The reason for this is

that local industry is always favored when bidding for government

contracts.

Therefore, I would conclude that Scania, as well as other companies that

directly import their products into the country, could only use oil revenues

as a guideline. What is also important here for Scania is that the company

really doesn’t compete for the same types of customers as Mercedes does,

and hence, shouldn’t really view the company as a competitor. For

companies that do have local production or assembly, such Mercedes, I feel

that sales figures may be more easily predicted. This, in my opinion, would

be one of the advantages of local assembly. One thing to keep in mind is

that the charting of oil prices may be a short–term forecast tool; the reason

being that Saudi is trying to reduce its dependency on oil. This will take
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time though, because it must not be forgotten that oil still constitutes 75

percent of government revenues.

5.3.2 Government Policy – A Dynamic Dilemma

Perhaps the most dynamic factor to consider when establishing an

assembly plant is the uncertainty that accompanies government policy. I

feel that there are several plans, as well as changes in laws taking place in

Saudi Arabia that would greatly influence the decision to start up an

assembly plant. There are both laws and lack of laws that favor, as well as

harm industry. These are hidden barriers, as well as Saudization

5.3.2.1 Unwritten Laws - Hidden Barriers

Saudi Arabia is a very advanced third world country that has been

attracting many investors throughout the past few years. However, in my

opinion, until there are written laws, I would consider investment risky.

Companies that have worked on join venture establishments have found out

that tax holidays are no longer offered as incentives. Various people that

I’ve spoken to have referred to changed policies or an inconsistency of

information. There are also those who’ve claimed that the small company

without good connections isn’t treated in the same way as a large company

with a lot of pull. Discussions with government representatives every one

to two years regarding business agreements as opposed to long-term

contracts are risky, even for large companies. I have been told by

executives from large companies as well as Saudi officials, for example,
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that Scania could theoretically be granted an industrial license and receive

import duty exemption regarding the import of all CKD components

(including a painted cab). However, after a few years the government could

require local painting of the cabs to receive the exemption. All in all, there

is a high degree of uncertainty regarding unwritten laws, and is one of the

reasons as to why Saudi hasn’t been admitted into the WTO yet.

In Saudis defense, I would say that things are progressing. Many favorable

changes have been made in industry policy during the past few years, such

as the incentives and the simplicity involved with applying for industrial

licenses. However there is one policy, or rather program, that disturbs me:

Saudization.

5.3.2.2 Saudization

Saudization is a program that is geared towards solving the country’s

problem with unemployment. As the program has worked in the favor of

Saudis, it has worked against expatriates. Steps have been taken to make

the hiring of expatriates more difficult, such as the requirement to increase

Saudis in the workforce by five percent yearly, as well as the recent

decision to only allow Saudis to join trade unions. Shortly after the

implementation of Saudization, the expatriate population started to taper

off (see table 4.3). Certain industries, for example those involved with the

need of cheap, unskilled labor have complained that the program has

worked against them. The point here, as mentioned earlier, is that

companies are forced to hire according to race, instead of qualifications or

according to financial needs. The decision to allow only Saudis to join
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labor unions only adds to the problems that certain industries are facing.

The question is, what will the next step be? Will Saudization be raised from

five to ten percent per year? Will the limit be raised from 50 to 75 percent?

Will corporations be able to get the labor that they need? For example, if

labor unions set a minimum wage rate for Saudis, which is at a higher rate

of pay that Saudis receive today, then Saudis may only want to accept jobs

at companies that have more than 100 employees (the minimum

requirement for forming unions). This would hurt a small assembly plant

that is looking to hire Saudis in order to meet minimum requirements.

Saudization may work, and the process might advance smoothly, but it also

might not. This is why I deem it, along with unwritten laws, to be highly

uncertain, and accordingly dynamic – because the changes are hard to

predict.

5.3.3 Customer Complexity

Because it is my feeling that customers have many different needs, and that

these needs cannot be identified in a general way, I deem this area of the

environment as being complex. As stated earlier (demand conditions), I do

not feel that customer needs can be assumed because I feel that customers

are individuals, and that these individuals come from many different

backgrounds (a high percentage of expatriates in large companies make

purchasing decisions). They have there own cognitive, as well as normative

circles (refer to section 2.2.3), which means that they are taking their own

experiences and cultural backgrounds into their decision-making processes.

Even though I feel that customer needs cannot be predicted, I do feel that

the power lies within the sales department to identify customer needs. My
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suggestion as to how this complexity should be dealt with follows in the

next chapter.

5.4 Assembly Plant Goals

With the help of the above information, as well as other information found

in the empirical results, I will here discuss the long-term possibilities

associated with assembly plants. I have used Ferdows model in chapter

three (theoretical platform), as well as a net present value analysis to help

me with this section. I have opted to discuss the six different types of

assembly plants in order and on general and company specific levels.

There are several different types of assembly plants that a corporation

could contemplate on establishing. For strategic purposes, these plants can

perform different tasks according to the level of competence that the plant

has. What is relevant here is, can a firm have increased expectations of site

competence from its assembly plant in Saudi Arabia? I shall now discuss

this.

5.4.1 Access to Low-Cost Production

One common type of low competence assembly plant is that which

Ferdows calls the offshore plant. This plant is basically set up in order to

achieve lower costs of production, and management generally plans routine

work and low investments at the plant. Could this type of assembly plant
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survive in Saudi? Well, yes and no. The question mark here is the

uncertainty regarding wage rates, as well as production costs. Even if wage

rates do increase for employees (because of labor unions and Saudization),

there are still very many cost benefits of establishing in Saudi (cheap land,

utilities, interest free loans, etc.). One vital question is, are the total

production costs, including expected wage increases, cheaper than those in

the home country (this question is also company specific)? For those

companies and/or countries that have more expensive production costs, I

would say that the conditions in Saudi are perfectly suitable because there

are plenty of the basic factor conditions needed in Saudi (with the

exception of water shortage problems).

For these companies that wish to one day expect more from their plant

(upgrading to a source factory), perhaps in terms of production, I would say

that there would have to be a network of suppliers available. For those that

are thinking in terms of product development, I would say that the only

areas that offer special competence are those in the areas of gas, chemicals,

plastics and minerals (one must remember that oil drilling is off limits).

For Scania, I would say that neither type of factory is feasible. Scania has

mentioned that it has an advanced logistics system in Sweden, meaning that

the company produces its least expensive truck in its home country.

Moreover, I was informed that Scania does not have any problems with

surplus capacity; therefore, there it would be more costly to produce this

truck in Saudi Arabia for Scania.
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5.4.2 Proximity to Market

A server factory is similar to that of an offshore factory in that it looks to

lower its overall production costs, but in this instance, high tariffs and taxes

are the barriers that the firm is trying to overcome. In addition, a server

factory may receive the task of making minor product adjustments in order

to meet local needs. Would this be a suitable factory in Saudi Arabia? Well,

it could have been. Very recently, Saudi Arabia lowered its tariffs from 12

to 5 percent, which means that if a company’s transportation and

depreciated investment costs (relative to production costs) are lower than

five percent, then it may be worthwhile, short-term anyway. If a company’s

production is within a European country, then the EU-GCC trade

agreement that is in the making would pretty much rule out such an

investment. Each company would have to carry out its own financial

analysis, which I have done for Scania below. One thing working in this

factory’s favor would be that such a factory could try to meet the needs of

local buyers. For example, if such a factory were to be financially

advantageous for Scania (or at least at the break-even point), then an

assembly plant could adapt to local specifications by fitting more suitable

mudflaps and hooks to trucks.

For companies wishing to upgrade to a contributor factory, I again would

say that the same criteria would apply as discussed earlier; i.e. a supply

network or specialized competence would have to be available in the Saudi

for it to be worthwhile.
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5.4.2.1 Net Present Value Analysis

One of the main reasons as to why Scania looks into local assembly is in

order to avoid high customs tariffs. Because of Scania’s requirement that

an assembly plant would have to be financially justifiable, I carried out a

net present value analysis to see if it would be economically feasible for the

company to establish in Saudi Arabia. To protect Scania from sensitive

information, I have not provided the figures here. Instead, I have explained

the process and my conclusions. Many of the figures that I used in the

calculations are provided throughout chapter four. Calculations were based

on a period of ten years, this in order to account for depreciation costs of

machinery. An arbitrary figure was used to account for the salvage value of

the assembly facility after the ten-year period. All costs were calculated

with Scania’s fixed financial interest costs during this period, and

determined to total net present value for the CKD project. In order to

account for interest free loans, I adjusted Scania’s financial interest rate

accordingly. I also compared this figure with a CBU value for the same

time frame - this to see which was more advantageous. The following

investments and costs were used in my calculations:

•  Machinery and building investments

•  Cost of land

•  CBU’s

•  CKD’s

•  Salaries

•  Utilities

•  Insurance costs

•  Profit taxes
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•  Transportation costs (including Suez canal toll charges)

•  Registration and industrial license fees

•  Miscellaneous fees (e.g. legal fees)

I began my investments for the year 2003 (see section 4.2.6.2) and

calculated on a five percent tariff rate (originally I did this with a rate of 12

percent). For the year 2005, I removed the five percent (originally 12

percent) duty to account for the EU-GCC trade agreement. Finally, I took

into account all the time and money (resources that could be geared

towards other matters) involved in the decision-making process. The results

for Scania showed that the assembly plant was not financially feasible.

Scania could still establish such a factory to meet customer needs (minor

product modifications such as hooks, e.g.), but with present cutbacks in the

company, as well as such a small market share in Saudi Arabia, I hardly

feel that the investment is worthwhile.

5.4.3 Access to Skills and Knowledge

An outpost factory is one that collects specific knowledge or skills

regarding advanced suppliers, competitors, customers or research

laboratories. This, in my opinion, is the most suitable type of factory for

Saudi Arabian conditions. I believe that the nation is filled with complex

consumers, and in Scania’s case, a cluster of competitors. I cannot say what

types of supply networks are available for other types of industry, but I

would think that gas, chemical, plastics and mineral industries would be

able to access a good deal of knowledge and skills that could be used

towards research. I believe that this type of plant could also be used in
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conjunction with any of the other plants, regardless of whether at low or

high competence levels. Consequently, this type of factory is one that could

ultimately become a lead factory that innovates and creates new products,

and which could contribute to a firm’s global activities.

The outpost factory could be an alternative for Scania. As noted earlier,

such a factory could help Scania gain valuable customer and competitor

information that could be used on a global scale. The plant, in my opinion,

would not be able to stand on its own, but would have to be financially

worthwhile – the options being either an offshore or server plant. However,

as mentioned above, these alternatives are not economically feasible.

Consequently, I would only recommend this type of plant to companies

that either find it financially worthwhile to be in Saudi Arabia, or can make

use of available competence that could be used in production.
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6 Conclusions  and Recommendations

6.1 Introduction

This chapter contains what I feel to be the most important pieces from the

empirical results, as well as the analyses of the previous chapter. The

information is first presented in the form of advantages and disadvantages.

In addition, the chapter provides recommendations as to what Scania and

other industrial corporations should consider when contemplating assembly

establishment in Saudi Arabia, as well as what the long-term goals for

assembly facilities should be.

6.2 Assembly Advantages in Saudi Arabia

To begin with, I would have to say that Saudi Arabia is a nation that has

been, and is developing at a rapid rate. Many recent changes have been

made to improve the Saudi infrastructure as well as economy and business

climate for foreign investment, and further plans for improvement are in

the making. Many of these changes have resulted in advantages for firms

contemplating assembly plant establishment in Saudi Arabia. The question

is, do these advantages outweigh the disadvantages involved with assembly

establishment. Let us first look at the advantages.
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Several of the advantages associated with assembly plant establishment in

Saudi Arabia are in the form of incentives given by the Saudi government.

To start off with, there are the incentives associated with applying for an

industrial license. The country has recently housed all ministries under one

roof to simplify the application process. An easy-to-read package has been

compiled, there are simple forms to fill out, the fees are negligible and the

decision-making process is quick (less than 30 days). Once accepted, the

firm is entitled to many financial benefits. Land and utilities are

inexpensive, there are no environmental fees or building taxes, business

taxes are low and in the process of declining, training for workers is

subsidized, and there are interest free loans (for up to 50 percent of the

project’s total value) with payback starting after two years. In addition,

there are no exchange controls, the company is entitled to bidding for

government contracts as well as duty-free exemption of imports (when an

added value quota of 40 percent is met - which is apparently quite easy),

and there is even special treatment when clearing immigration at the

airport.

Apart from government incentives, there are many other positive

conditions associated with running a business in the country. With the

exception of plentiful water, all of the basic needs are in the Kingdom. The

infrastructure is very good. There is, for the time being, good access to

inexpensive unskilled labor, and a company has the flexibility of

organizing its company in its own way (also for the time being). There are

many natural resources such as oil, gas, limestone, gypsum, and sand, as

well as high competencies in these areas. Industries contemplating long-

term investments in a plant (mainly lead factories) for research and/or
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production will also find the necessary competencies and resources for

these fields.

With the exceptions of a few specific industries, these are just minor

reasons for being in Saudi Arabia and would only be suitable for

companies that can lower their logistics costs (offshore or server plants).

As I can see it, the major reason for establishing an assembly plant in Saudi

Arabia is to get closer to the environment that a firm sells products in.

Actual presence in Saudi Arabia would put pressure on the local company

to increase productivity, and ultimately, to get closer to the customer.

Getting close to the customer in Saudi Arabia is important because I feel

that the customer is highly complex; i.e. customers are individuals with

many different needs that are difficult to summarize. Firms establishing in

Saudi Arabia have the option of taking over their own distribution (they

must import via commercial agents), which would help the firm to better

understand the customer because of closer and more frequent contact. Even

if a firm wishes to keep its distributor, I feel that actual presence in the

country and closer contact with the distributor could help obtain the same

result. Closer distributor contact would accordingly motivate the distributor

to better understand customer needs and ultimately sell more products.

Finally, and more specifically for Scania, another reason for being in Saudi

would be to gather information about competitor behavior that could be

used on a worldwide basis; the reason being that there are such a large

number of competitors concentrated in one area.
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6.3 Assembly Disadvantages in Saudi Arabia

In the previous section, many advantages and incentives were presented

regarding assembly plant establishment in Saudi Arabia. The question is if

these advantages and incentives outweigh the disadvantages.

Just as with advantages, many of the disadvantages are government related.

Many of these are hidden barriers such as the lack of legislation regarding

monopolies, agreements, trade secrets, rules of breakdown, difficulties in

obtaining a business visa without a contact, favoritism received by large

and/or powerful companies, inconsistencies regarding port of entrance

clearances, and finally, bureaucracy.

However frustrating these disadvantages may seem, I do not feel that they

are all major obstructions that would deter firms from establishing in Saudi

Arabia; i.e. most of these obstacles can be overcome. One of the main

obstacles above is the commonality of unwritten agreements. Without long-

term written agreements, there are too many uncertainties. Another obstacle

that I see for firms is the unfairness that accompanies trade unions and

Saudization. These areas have been discussed in detail in the previous

chapter, but in short, I feel that companies should have the right to hire

according to qualifications, instead of having to take race or gender into

consideration. The forming of trade unions may hurt small companies

looking to meet their requirement of Saudis because they (Saudis) have

elected to accept jobs where trade unions are present. In addition, the

effects of the trade unions are highly uncertain, which would force a
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company to want to wait-and-see how functional or disruptive or the unions

may be.

Also, I would advise against establishment for firms contemplating the

start-up of production or development of the following industries because

of the lack of advanced skills: software development, biotechnology, fiber

optics, semi-conductors, telecommunications, and electronics.

My main impression is that many of the above disadvantages, such as the

hidden barriers, will improve in due time, especially when Saudi joins to

the WTO; the reason being that the WTO system encourages good

government and more rules. Finally, there is one important reason as to

why local assembly is disadvantageous solution, these are the recent

lowering of tariffs, the GCC’s plans to form a free trade union with the EU,

and Saudi's attempt to join the WTO. With tariff rates either being lowered

or abolished, there really isn’t any need for a company to have basic local

assembly, unless, of course, the company has surplus capacity or finds the

market large enough so that economies of scale in Saudi Arabia could be

achieved.

For truck manufacturers, the drawbacks and risks associated with local

assembly would and could be many. To start with, there is no supplier

network that these companies could make use of. Consequently, there is not

an abundance of advanced competence that could be used to develop

components (very important for Scania because of its modular system).

Furthermore, it doesn’t appear that Saudi Arabian government research and

spending plans would be beneficial to the truck market because future

spending appears to be within the health and educational sectors, as well as
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the development of specific natural resources (gas, minerals, etc.). There is

potential to build up a truck – natural resources, labor – but it will take

several years before the country’s labor is sufficiently skilled and a supply-

chain network developed so that a truck manufacturer could have

production. Finally, there is a high degree of uncertainty regarding the

quality of truck that would be assembled in Saudi Arabia; i.e. there are

many purchasers that feel that the quality of the truck would not be the

same as that which is manufactured in Europe.

6.4 Recommendations for Scania

Local and Global Concerns

In my opinion, the disadvantages for assembly outweigh the advantages for

Scania. There are several other reasons as to why Scania should not invest

in an assembly plant in Saudi Arabia. The main area of importance is that it

is not economically feasible for the company. Even without the present

tariff rate reduction, a planned EU-GCC trade union would not financially

justify assembly. Even if the tariffs were to remain at 12 percent for an

eternity, there is no guarantee that Scania would increase its market shares

anyway (refer to the Volvo example given earlier). There is no saying how

customers or competitors would react. Perhaps prospective buyers would

still not consider Scania because of the more expensive spare parts, which

was one of the most important survey results. Or perhaps they would be

reluctant to purchase because of the uncertainty of the truck’s quality.

Would Scania be able to be “market leaders in quality” (from Scania’s

mission statement) with an assembly plant in Saudi Arabia? Another
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possibility is that a price war could start up, something which could end up

pushing Scania out of the market. There really is no saying what would

happen; i.e. there is a high degree of uncertainty involved with assembly

establishment. Also, if Scania were to establish in Saudi, that would give

MAN the niche of being the only remaining European truck manufacturer

(that Scania feels is worth comparing itself to). If MAN were to start-up

assembly, then Scania would have this niche.

Two reasons why establishment is not worthwhile have to do with the

company’s global concerns. First, Scania would lose on economies of scale

because the company already has capacity shortages in Sweden. An

investment would accordingly mean unnecessary tied-up capital, which the

company would probably not be willing to make at this time seeing as it is

in the process of laying off production employees. Secondly, Scania really

only wants to establish an assembly plant if it can one day expect

production from it that would contribute to the company globally. This is

not possible as no suppliers = no production = no global contribution.

There is potential to build up a truck – natural resources, labor – but it will

take several years before the country’s labor is sufficiently skilled as well

as for a supply-chain network developed, i.e. the development of resources

for Saudi to be considered a market to upgrade in. In brief, I feel that

Scania should be less concerned with lowering costs on a local level (via an

assembly plant), and more concerned with reducing costs on a global level,

something that benefits Scania in all markets.

Apart from getting close to the customer, or learning more about

competitors, the main advantage for being in Saudi Arabia would be the

chance to win government contracts. However, for Scania, the government
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really isn’t the type of customer that the company wants. In accordance

with the company’s long-term goals, Scania should be more interested in

competing on quality and after sales than on price. Scania also needs to

have closer ties to the GCC; the reason being because of difference of

opinion as to who is responsible for the marketing of the Scania in Saudi.

One suggestion is that Scania should persuade the GCC to either position

Scania with the type of customers most interested in the Scania philosophy

or to try and meet a specific type of customer’s needs. Ultimately, the GCC

should spend a little more time with separating the market into profitable

sectors and trying to win contracts with profitable companies. There are

many new industries establishing in Saudi Arabia and this is where I feel

that Scania has a big chance. Instead of looking into the saturated price-

conscious transportation market, perhaps the GCC should try and make

contacts with these new foreign oil companies (such as Exxon, Shell or BP)

that are going to invest an initial $25 billion in developing Saudi gas fields

(that is, if these areas are not restricted to local truck companies).

Alternatively, the company could try and contact, as well as learn the needs

of one of the new growing industries with heavy investments, such as

chemicals and plastics industries (refer to table 4.4 in section 4.3.12).

In conclusion, I would recommend against local assembly for Scania. I do

not feel that Scania should be concerned with lowering its truck prices, but

instead concentrating on other aspects that could win customers. Right now

is an excellent time for Scania and the GCC to take advantage of

inexpensive (and highly unused) media rates by launching a campaign for

Scania that would coincide with price reductions. Because of Volvo’s and

Mercedes’ price stability (while the price of Scania’s trucks is being

decreased by seven percent, Volvo’s and Mercedes’ prices remain the same
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because they were already receiving duty-free exemption) the effects of the

campaign could have a double effect and be highly beneficial for Scania.
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7 Closing Comments

7.1 Introduction

This chapter contains some reflections regarding the research methodology,

as well as other notes on Scania, Saudi Arabia and future research.

7.2 Thoughts and Reflections

For the purposes of this thesis, and for the way that I learn, I do not feel

that I could have adopted another form of methodology. The chosen

approaches, i.e. hermeneutical, case study and an inductive approach

towards learning helped me to gain better understanding of Scania, Saudi

Arabia and assembly plants. The flexibility to use a combination of

interviews, observations and statistical information, as well as to switch

from empirical information to theories and back again has truly helped my

preunderstanding of the phenomena. Also, I would like to mention that I

feel that the results of this thesis would not have been the same if I had not

made the trip the Saudi Arabia. Being in the country helped me rid my

prejudicial thoughts (stereotypical feelings) and ultimately develop the

normative area of my preunderstanding. The trip allowed me to build up

my own understanding of how the environment in Saudi Arabia is.
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I sincerely hope that the results of this research contribute to knowledge on

general, as well as company specific levels. I have tried my best to provide

information that it useful for all industries but I understand that it may be

industry specific at times. However, had I not been able to carry out this

research with Scania as a case study object, then I do not believe that I

would have had the necessary resources to provide information on a

general level.

7.3 Future Research

Here are some suggestions for future research for Scania:

•  Carry out a comprehensive customer research study where customers

are divided into different categories such as transport companies, large

chemical companies, etc. The aim would be to group customers

according to needs and see which of these customer groups best fit in

with the Scania philosophy.

•  Look more closely into which effects the used trucks market has on the

new trucks market.

•  Look into all countries in the Middle Eastern and North African markets

to see which would be most feasible for full production of Scania trucks

and that could serve all of these markets.
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Scania: General company questions and areas to investigate

1. What are Scania’s main visions and long-term goals?

2. Is Scania a decentralized or centralized organization?

3. What type of reputation does Scania have (customer perspective)?

•  Pricing?

•  Quality?

•  Design? Material?

4. Where does Scania’s core competence(s) lie?

•  Human resources - Market knowledge? Distribution network?

•  Production process - Logistics? R&D?

5. Financial info:

•  Financial resources

•  Liquidity

•  Solvency (solidity)

•  Profit trends

6. Department info:

•  Organizational structure

Reasons for Assembly Establishment

7. Why the contemplation to set-up an assembly establishment in Saudi

Arabia? Offensive? Defense? What are the long-terms goals with the

establishment?
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•  What range of activities would be accomplished at the plant? Any

customer specified assembly?

•  What foreseeable goals do your other assembly plants have?

8. What bearing will this plant have on Scania’s other worldwide plants?

•  Will there be any cooperation - shared knowledge, resources?

9. How would the assembly plant be financed?

•  Is there a set budget?

•  Will the distributor co-finance the assembly?

10. If decision is made to start-up an assembly plant, when would this

happen?

•  Is this dependent upon capacity?

11. If decision is made to start-up an assembly plant, how will this plant be

organized?

•  What role will the distributor play?

•  Foreign employed plant manager?

•  Scania plant manager?

•  Foreign or local management/control methods? (How does Scania

run its other foreign assembly plants?) What other personnel (key,

other) would be transferred to Saudi?

•  How will these above people be prepared/trained? When would all

these key people be available?

12. What would communication between the Saudi plant and the home base

look like?

•  Would the plant be completely autonomous?
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Interview Questions for Saudi Arabian authorities and foreign

corporations

Please try to think of foreseeable (future-oriented), as well as present

conditions when answering these questions. Also, any differentiation

between general, as well as branch specific information would greatly be

appreciated.

Environmental Assessment

1. What is the environment like?

•  Is it easy to understand?

•  Are there few changes? Can these changes easily be predicted?

•  Is it difficult to understand and describe? Is the rate of technological

advancement so rapid that it makes it difficult to deal with these

technological changes?

Political, legal and economical factors:

2. What are the different types of tariffs that apply to goods imported in

Saudi Arabia?

•  Specific duties – fixed fee per item

•  Ad valorum – a percent of item’s total cost

•  Combination of the above two?

•  Single column – fees that apply to goods regardless of country origin
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•  Double column – different import fees can exist for the same product

dependent upon its country of origin

3. Which trade bloc agreements & treaties between Saudi Arabia and other

countries?

•  World Trade organization status?

•  Free trade, bloc and/or ad hoc agreements? Treaties with and/or

within the Middle East?

•  Are there any preferential rates of tariffs? - between certain Middle

Eastern countries? Countries in Africa? Asia? Europe?

•  Transit duties? (fees for goods on route to/from border countries?)

4. Existence of trade barriers – are there any or have you experienced any

of the following?

•  Import quotas for certain products?

•  Health and safety requirements for certain goods?

•  Time-consuming and expensive import licenses application

procedures?

•  Time-consuming and expensive shipment inspections, as well as

special documentation requirements?

•  Troublesome or unfair evaluation of imported products’ prices or

classifications?

•  Special packaging requirements?

•  State subsidies for domestic firms in order to help these firms

compete with foreign firms?
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•  Anti-dumping laws, which prohibit firms from primarily selling

items below fair value (below cost) in order to disrupt competition

by selling goods?

•  Local content rules?

5. Foreign currency exchange controls - are there any or have you

experienced any of the following?

•  Government rules that may allot different exchange rates for

different types of transactions?

•  Restriction of foreign exchange availability for the import of

specified products?

•  Favoritism regarding which firms my acquire foreign exchange?

•  Disadvantages regarding exchange queues and waiting lists?

•  Issues of foreign exchange licenses and quotas?

Briefly, how would you describe the occurrence and/or effectiveness of the

following:

6. Government stability (including terrorism; democracy threats)?

7. Government control; Responsiveness to public opinion and pressure

groups?

8. Corruption among government officials?

9. Government relations with other countries?

10. Monopolies legislation?

11. Environmental protection laws?
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12. Taxation policies (including establishment laws)?

13. Laws regarding the employment of personnel?

14. The cost of labor (wage rates)?

15. Unemployment rate?

16. Energy availability and cost?

17. Banking regulations/rules?

18. Available credit markets/Sources of financial capital?

Business cultural factors

19. Standard of living (including health care)?

20. Social mobility (willingness to move to different cities)?

21. Lifestyle changes?

22. Religious beliefs?

23. The role of women in society?

24. Levels and of education (including specialized education)?

25. Language (foreign language acceptance)?

26. Attitudes to work and leisure?

27. Social values (work ethics, career choices, honesty, social

responsibility)

28. Attitudes towards centralization (authority)? Decentralization?

29. Group norms (how new entrants/foreigners are treated)?

30. Concepts of time: attitudes towards deadlines?

31. Role of labor unions?
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Technological and geographical factors

32. Government spending on research?

33. Government and industry focus on technological effort?

34. New discoveries/development?

35. Speed of technology transfer into Saudi?

36. Communication systems?

Specific Branch Questions

37. How is the communication between key personnel at your and

competitive plants?

•  Are there any collaborative firm efforts? Branch organizations?

•  Is there any sharing of information?

•  Do employees from competitive companies associate with each other

outside during their free time?

38. Market growth rates?

39. Does the industry have high fixed costs?

•  Is it they capital intensive?

•  High storage costs?

40. What goods are available in the Kingdom (supply chain network)?
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Interview Candidates

Interviews were conducted with the following persons:

Scania

•  Export Manager; Sales and Marketing Overseas; Södertälje, Sweden

•  Project Manager; Sales Engineering, Scania; Södertälje, Sweden

•  Area Sales Manager; Sales and Marketing Overseas (Saudi Arabia),

Scania, Södertälje, Sweden

•  President; Scania Trade Development AB, Södertälje, Sweden

•  Manager for Product Engineering; Foreign Assembly KD; Södertälje,

Sweden

•  Service Development Manager, Scania, Södertälje, Sweden

•  Business Coordinator (Former Area Sales Managers; Sales and

Marketing Overseas; Saudi Arabia), Scania, Södertälje, Sweden

•  Market Assistant; Sales and Marketing Overseas; Södertälje, Sweden

•  Purchasing Manager, Logistics & IT; Scania; Södertälje, Sweden

•  Customs Manager, SND, Södertälje, Sweden

GCC/Olayan

•  Business Development Area Manager; GCC; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

•  Finance and Administration Manager; GCC ; Al-Kohbar, Saudi Arabia

•  Deputy General Manager; GCC (Scania); Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia
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•  Regional Manager – Western Region; GCC; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

•  Division Manager – Trucks; GCC (Scania); Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

•  Truck Sales Manager; GCC (Scania); Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

•  Marketing Communications Coordinator, GCC (Scania); Al-Kohbar,

Saudi Arabia

•  Sales Engineer, GCC; Al-Kohbar, Saudi Arabia

•  Group Financing Company, Olayan (GCC); Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

•  Former Scania Sales Representative, GCC; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

•  Sales Engineer, GCC (Scania); Al-Kohbar, Saudi Arabia

•  Olayan project manager (real estate info)

Competitors

•  Sales Supervisor, Truck and Vehicles Division; Zahid Tractor (Volvo),

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

•  Senior Sales Engineer, Trucks & Buses, Truck and Vehicles Division;

Zahid Tractor (Volvo), Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

•  Zahid Zahid

•  Marketing Manager of Commercial Vehicles; E.A. Juffali & Brothers

(Mercedes); Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

•  Marketing Manager; E.A. Juffali & Brothers (Mercedes); Jeddah, Saudi

Arabia

•  Assistant Marketing Manager; E.A. Juffali & Brothers (Mercedes);

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
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Other Companies

•  Assistant to the General Manager, The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of

Saudi Arabia, Dammam

•  Plant Manager, Coca-Cola, Dammam

•  Fleet Manager, Coca-Cola, Dammam

•  Manufacturing Director, Colgate-Palmolive Arabia, Dammam, Saudi

Arabia

Authorities

•  Director of Investors Service Center; Saudi Arabian General Investment

Authority, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

•  Representative from the Saudi Arabian Chamber of Commerce, Al-

Kohbar

Customers

•  Owner/Managing Director; Saihati Land Transport; Saihati, Saudi

Arabia

•  Director of Finance; Globe Marine Services Co.; Dammam, Saudi

Arabia
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International Organizations and Agreements

African Development Bank (AfDB)

Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (ABEDA)

Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD)

Arab Gulf Programme for United Nations Development Organization

(AGFUND)

Arab Monetary Fund (AMF)

Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA)

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

Group of 77

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)

International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL)

International Development Association (IDA)

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent

International Finance Corporation (IFC)

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

International Labor Organization (ILO)

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

International Maritime Organization (IMO)
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International Maritime Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)

International Olympic Committee (IOC)

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT)

International Telecommunication Union (ITU)

Islamic Development Bank (IDB)

League of Arab States

New York Convention of 1958 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign

Arbitral Awards

Nonaligned Movement (NAM)

Organization of American States (OAS) (observer)

Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC)

Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC)

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)

United Nations (UN)

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

Universal Copyright Convention (UCC)

Universal Postal Union (UPU)

World Customs Organization (WCO)

World Health Organization (WHO)

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

World Trade Organization (WTO) - Accession negotiations underway


